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Colonoscopy has an important role in the assessment of colonic symptoms and screening for colorectal cancer. Studies suggest that the quality of colonoscopy is variable. The focus of this thesis is improvement of colonoscopy quality, in particular patient comfort and polyp detection which are both important measures of colonoscopy quality. The studies within this thesis examine current medication practices and attitudes towards these and then assess whether simple interventions can improve the quality of colonoscopy.
Discomfort during colonoscopy is common and influenced by many factors including the use of medication but practice varies between colonoscopists.  Chapter three examines the relationships between medication practice and patient comfort during colonoscopy examinations performed within the English Bowel Cancer Screening Programme. Wide variation in patient comfort and medication use between colonoscopists are noted but with little apparent correlation. Deficiencies in the measurement of patient comfort are highlighted and strategies for improvement are suggested. 
Many strategies are available to manage discomfort during colonoscopy. Entonox (50:50 combination of nitrous oxide and oxygen) has advantages associated with its rapid elimination but is used in only a minority of examinations. Chapter four examines perceptions and attitudes towards Entonox use among English Bowel Cancer Screening Colonoscopists and explores whether these may explain its low utilisation. Attitudes towards Entonox use varied widely but were generally positive although it appears that Entonox is often selected for patients expected to have little discomfort. Colonoscopists’ attitudes towards Entonox use did not appear to explain its low utilisation.
The method of Entonox use during colonoscopy varies between previous studies. Obstetric studies report that the method of Entonox use may influence its efficacy but this had not been examined during colonoscopy. The efficacy and side effects of ‘continuous’ versus ‘as required’ Entonox administration were compared in chapter five. Continuous Entonox administration did not increase potency but was associated with an excess of side effects.
Despite colonoscopy being the gold standard technique to examine the colon, polyps may be missed. This is of paramount importance since polyp removal is associated with colorectal cancer prevention.  Optimising polyp detection is therefore an important aim of colonoscopy.
Polyp detection is influenced by bowel cleanliness. There are many bowel-cleansing agents available including low-volume bowel preparations, which have been advocated as a means to improve patient experience, but their effect on bowel cleanliness is debated. A comparison of bowel cleanliness following a low volume and standard volume bowel preparation before screening colonoscopy is detailed in Chapter six. Minor differences in efficacy were found between bowel preparations in a single colonic segment but there were major differences according to whether the bowel preparation was administered as a single or split dose.
Previous studies have suggested position change may aid polyp detection but results are conflicting. Chapter seven compares routine patient position change, during colonoscope withdrawal, versus withdrawal in the supine position throughout. Routine position change significantly increased polyp and adenoma detection in the right colon.
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Chapter 1 - Literature review
1.1 Introduction
1.1.1 What is colonoscopy?
Colonoscopy refers to a procedure whereby a flexible endoscope (colonoscope) is inserted via the anus to illuminate and visualise the colon and rectum.  Colonoscopes, as they are recognised today, were initially developed in the 1960s as fibre-optic instruments.(1) Following significant technological improvements, modern day video endoscopes are capable of providing highly detailed images of the colonic mucosa in health and disease. 
1.1.2 The role of colonoscopy
Colonoscopy is the investigation of choice for the assessment of patients with colonic symptoms and is widely used in screening for colorectal cancer. In the UK, over 20,000 colonoscopy examinations were performed during the two-week study period of the most recent national audit.(2) Colorectal Cancer (CRC) is the second commonest cause of cancer related death in the UK.(3) 
1.1.3 Natural history of colorectal cancer and screening 
Most CRCs progress over many years from precursor growths, called polyps. The most important polyp type is adenomas. A link between adenomas and carcinomas was proposed by Hill et al in 1978, and was referred to as the adenoma- carcinoma sequence.(4) Evidence for this association is indirect but overwhelming: Patients with untreated colonic polyps (greater than 10mm) are reported to have a high risk of subsequent CRC, with almost 24% developing CRC after 20 years of follow up.(5) On the other hand, patients who have undergone colonoscopy and had polyps removed are at very low risk of developing CRC. ADDIN EN.CITE (6) Progression of the adenoma carcinoma is paralleled with an accumulation of genetic mutations, which occur in a multistep process.(7) Typical genetic alterations include mutations in the APC, p53, DCC and k-ras gene. 
Progression of CRC is associated with invasion through the colonic wall in addition to lymph node and visceral, usually liver, metastases.  As with all cancers, stage at the time of CRC identification is a determinant of survival. Early CRCs (Duke stage A) are associated with a 93% 5 year survival rate in comparison to a 7% 5 year survival rate associated with late stage CRCs (Duke stage D).(8) Therefore, a strategy which detects CRC at an earlier stage may improve survival.
Several large randomised studies have assessed the benefit of screening colonoscopy following a positive faecal occult blood test (FOBt). ADDIN EN.CITE (9-13) (FOBt detects microscopic amounts of blood in the faeces, which can be associated with bleeding lesions such as CRC.)  Studies examining this approach have reported that CRC associated mortality is reduced by 10-21%. The improvements in survival have been attributed to the earlier stage at which CRC is detected: In a population undergoing screening colonoscopy following a positive FOBt, approximately two-thirds of the CRCs are at an early stage (Dukes stage A/B) whereas only one-third of CRCs are at an early stage in a symptomatic population (patients undergoing colonoscopy for reasons such as anaemia and change in bowel habit). 
There are no randomised studies examining the benefit of CRC screening using colonoscopy alone. Observational studies however, have reported a 53% reduction in CRC associated mortality in a population of patients who had undergone screening colonoscopy and polypectomy compared to those who have not undergone screening colonoscopy.(14) It is believed that polypectomy interrupts the adenoma- carcinoma sequence thereby preventing CRC. The protective effect of screening and polypectomy appears to be protective against left, but not right, sided bowel cancer. The potential reasons for this are discussed later in the thesis. Given the protective effect of endoscopy against left sided bowel cancer, studies have examined the utility of screening flexible sigmoidoscopy (endoscopic examination limited to the left side of the bowel). ADDIN EN.CITE (15-17). Randomised studies comparing flexible sigmoidoscopy screening against no screening have reported an 18% - 23% reduction in the incidence of CRC over a median follow up of 10.5 - 11.9 years. Screening flexible sigmoidoscopy also reduces CRC associated mortality by 22-31%. This could be further improved by increasing adherence to screening: As per protocol analyses, report a 31 - 33% reduction in the incidence of CRC and a 38 - 43% reduction in CRC associated mortality. 
The UK population is screened for CRC with a one off flexible sigmoidoscopy at the age of 55 years, in addition to being screened with a FOBt biennially between the ages of 60- 74 years. Those with a positive FOBt are offered screening colonoscopy. 
1.1.4 The limitations of colonoscopy
Colonoscopy has many limitations including the potential to cause pain and embarrassment. The consumption of bowel preparation may also be challenging and sometimes unsuccessful. The procedure is technically demanding, may cause serious complications and although widely considered to be the most sensitive colonic investigation, pathology may be missed. 
Many of the limitations may relate to differences in colonoscope technique or practice, which vary between colonoscopists. The caecal intubation rate of colonoscopy examinations, for example, varies widely between colonoscopists. ADDIN EN.CITE (2, 18) To raise the quality of care for patients undergoing colonoscopy, standards have been set against which colonoscopists may compare their performance against peers.(19) These may be used to identify potentially low-performing colonoscopists for whom it may be possible to target additional training.
1.1.5 Assessing the quality of colonoscopy
Assessing the quality of colonoscopy is complex and cannot be adequately summarised using a single parameter. The American Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ASGE) and American College of Gastroenterology (ACG) Taskforce for Quality in Endoscopy devised 14 evidence-based indicators of colonoscopy quality(20) (see figure 1). Four of these relate to or are major determinants of adenoma or polyp detection. More recently, the European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) devised 15 key similar key quality indicators on the quality of screening colonoscopy, which also strongly feature polyp detection or surrogates (e.g. ‘adenoma and cancer detection should be audited’, ‘colonoscope withdrawal time should be audited’ and ‘the state of bowel cleansing should be audited’).(21) 






2 Informed consent is obtained, including specific discussion of risks associated with colonoscopy
3 Use of recommended post-polypectomy and post-cancer resection surveillance intervals
4 Use of recommended ulcerative colitis/Crohn’s disease surveillance intervals
5 Documentation in the procedure note of the quality of the preparation
6 Caecal intubation rates (visualization of the caecum by notation of landmarks and photo documentation of landmarks should be present in every procedure)
7 Detection of adenomas in asymptomatic individuals (screening)
8 Withdrawal time: mean withdrawal time should be >6 minutes in colonoscopies with normal results performed in patients with intact anatomy
9 Biopsy specimens obtained in patients with chronic diarrhoea
10 Number and distribution of biopsy samples in ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s colitis surveillance. Goal: 4 per 10-cm section of involved colon or approximately 32 specimens per case of pancolitis
11 Mucosally based pedunculated polyps and sessile polyps < 2 cm in size should be endoscopically resected or documentation of unresectability obtained
12 Incidence of perforation by procedure type (all indications vs. screening) is measured
13 Incidence of post-polypectomy bleeding is measured
14 Post-polypectomy bleeding managed non-operatively

Table 1 - Indicators of quality during colonoscopy proposed by the ASGE/ACG taskforce on quality in endoscopy.


classified as being missed cancers (52%), and a minority were attributed to being new cancers (24%), incomplete polyp resection (19%) or failed biopsy detection (5%). Interval cancers in the right colon were more likely to be designated as missed cancer than those in the left colon (66% vs. 38%, p=0.04). Several factors have been reported to influence the likelihood of interval cancer, including the presence of diverticulosis, ADDIN EN.CITE (23, 24) adenoma at the index colonoscopy, ADDIN EN.CITE (25) a family history of CRC ADDIN EN.CITE (25) and increased patient co-morbidity.(24) The frequency of interval cancers is reported to vary according to the endoscopists’ ADR (adenoma detection rate), ADDIN EN.CITE (26, 27)and their speciality(23) suggesting a dependency on colonoscopic technique.  
Although interval cancers are an important outcome measure of colonoscopy quality, these are generally uncommon with a reported risk of only 1.1-2.7 per 1000 patient years. ADDIN EN.CITE (28) Interval cancer rate is therefore an insensitive measure of an individual colonoscopists quality. Surrogate measures of interval cancer risk including adenoma detection rate (ADR) have therefore been employed. Two key studies have shown that ADR is closely related to interval cancer risk. ADDIN EN.CITE (26, 27) Kaminski et al used a multivariate hazard regression model to examine the relationship between ADR and the risk of interval cancer among 186 screening colonoscopists (45,027 examinations) and reported an increased risk of interval cancer among endoscopists with an ADR <20% (hazard ratio >10).(26) More recently, Corley et al similarly found an inverse association between ADR and the risk of both interval cancer and CRC associated mortality among 314,872 examinations performed by 136 colonoscopists, between 6 months and 10 years post procedure.(27) ADR is now widely employed as a marker of colonoscopy quality.
A further indicator of colonoscopy quality is the occurrence of patient discomfort, the frequency of which also varies between colonoscopists. Lee et al reported that the frequency of colonoscopy examinations associated with moderate (0-31.1%) and severe discomfort (0-10.4%) within the English BCSP varied widely. Discomfort is usually caused by stretch of the colonic mesentry, which most often reflects the presence of loops in the shaft of the colonoscope.(29) While the levels of discomfort are acceptable for most patients, for some this can be severe, limit procedural completion and negatively associates with their satisfaction(30)and willingness to undergo a repeat colonoscopy examination. 
There are currently no standards to compare and assess the quality of colonoscopy based on patient comfort. In their absence, the NHS Bowel Cancer Screening Programme (BCSP) quality assurance (QA) guidelines and the ESGE guidelines on screening colonoscopy have suggested that comfort should be measured and audited. ADDIN EN.CITE (19, 21)  The lack of defined standards to assess quality based on patient comfort may relate to the many difficulties associated with its measurement. First, the time course and severity of discomfort is variable with some patients having only moments of discomfort whilst others have more prolonged pain. A single descriptor or rating is therefore unlikely to adequately summarise the experience. Second, comfort is a very subjective phenomenon, which is often difficult for patients to convey and observers to understand and quantify. Third, comfort is influenced by the attitudes and expectations of patients, with the priority of some being to have a completely pain-free procedure whereas others are willing to have some discomfort if they can view the examination or can have the reduced inconvenience associated with no medication(31). Fourth, the tolerance of discomfort varies between patients. Finally, many patients have amnesia related to the use of sedation. Given these complexities, it is perhaps unsurprising that the optimal technique to measure comfort is uncertain. It is also unclear whether a clinician or patient is best placed to perform these ratings. Ratings scales have also undergone only limited validation and are nurse rather than patient rated. ADDIN EN.CITE (32, 33)










1.2.1 What are colonic polyps?
Colonic polyps are abnormal growths of colonic epithelium, which can be categorised according to their histological and endoscopic appearance. Their importance relates to the potential to transform into CRC and the ability to prevent CRC through colonoscopic polypectomy. 
1.2.2 Histological subtypes 
Most colonic polyps are categorised histologically as either adenomatous (dysplastic) or hyperplastic (metaplastic). There are other histological subtypes but these are less common and will not be discussed further. Dysplasia refers to an excess of immature cell types, which is recognised histologically by the presence of cellular and architectural abnormalities. Metaplasia refers to the abnormal change of one mature cell type into another. 
Adenomatous polyps are further characterised histologically according to the extent of tubular and villous changes. The importance of villous change was demonstrated by Atkin et al, who reported that patients with tubulovillous or villous rectal adenomas, who did not undergo surveillance colonoscopy, following rigid sigmoidoscopy had an increased risk of subsequent cancer (standardized incidence ratio = 3.6) whereas those with only small tubular adenomas had a lower risk (standardized incidence ratio = 0.5)(34). Adenomas may be further characterised according to the extent of dysplasia. A meta-analysis of studies examining the incidence of advanced adenomas (≥10 mm, villous, high grade dysplasia, or invasive components) at follow up colonoscopy reported that high grade dysplasia significantly increased subsequent cancer risk (OR = 1.84).(35) 
A characteristic histological feature of hyperplastic polyps is the presence of serrations. Hyperplastic polyps comprise several histological subtypes including sessile serrated adenoma, traditional serrated adenomas and mixed polyps but further description of these is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
Adenomatous polyps are believed to be the precursors to 70-80% of all CRCs, the natural history of which can be modified through colonoscopic polypectomy. The United States National Polypectomy Study compared patients who had undergone polypectomy with a matched population and reported that these patients had a 53% reduction in CRC associated mortality. ADDIN EN.CITE (6, 14) 
Hyperplastic polyps were previously regarded as unimportant but recent studies have indicated that these may be the precursors to 20-30% of CRCs ADDIN EN.CITE (36, 37). However, the natural history of hyperplastic polyps is not as well understood as that of adenomatous polyps and studies confirming a benefit of removing hyperplastic polyps are lacking. Much of the evidence regarding the relationship between hyperplastic polyps and CRC comes from the shared epigenetics and histological features with serrated adenocarcinomas.(38) It has also been suggested that these polyps may be responsible for a significant proportion of interval cancers. This may relate to their subtle appearance and predilection for the proximal colon, which is a common site for interval cancers.(39) 
Colonoscopic studies differ as to whether they present adenoma detection rate, polyp detection rate (PDR) (generally adenomas and hyperplastic polyps) or present both. When the studies within this thesis refer to polyps, it is referring to any adenomatous or hyperplastic polyp.

1.2.3 Morphological description of polyps
Polyps come in many shapes and sizes and there are a variety of systems available to describe the endoscopic morphology of polyps. The Paris classification is widely used and has recently being adopted by the English BCSP database.(40) This system broadly describes polyps according to whether they are elevated or flat. Elevated lesions are further subdivided into pedunculated (1p) or sub-pedunculated (1sp) and sessile (1s) and flat lesions are further described according to whether they are slightly raised (2a), completely flat (2b), depressed (2c) or a combination of these (2c/a and 2a/c). Standardising morphological description allows colonoscopists to describe and compare polyps using a common language, guiding resection techniques and sometimes giving clues to the presence of malignancy. Furthermore, there are differences between these morphologies with regards to the ease of visualisation with elevated lesions being easier to identify whereas flat lesions are often subtle in appearance.(41)
1.2.4 Variation in polyp detection 
Although most large and some small polyps are seen during colonoscope insertion, the majority of polyps are detected during colonoscope withdrawal when mucosal visualisation is the main focus. Chen et al reported that the endoscopist was a greater determinant of adenoma detection than patient age and gender and the detection of one or more adenomas varied between 15.5% to 41.1%.(42) As already discussed, variation in adenoma detection has clinical relevance due to its association with interval colorectal cancers ADDIN EN.CITE (43, 44). 
In routine practice it is impossible to know whether all polyps have been seen during colonoscopy examinations. In a research setting, however, it is possible to assess polyp miss rate by measuring the additional yield of polyps from either a repeat colonoscopy (referred to as tandem or back to back examinations) or a radiological investigation.
Back-to-back colonoscopy examinations may be used to examine polyp or adenoma miss rate, although this may be criticised as polyps/adenomas may also be missed during the second examination. Studies have reported miss rates of 15-28% during back-to-back examinations, with small polyps being missed more often than large polyps. ADDIN EN.CITE (45-47) 
The radiological examination most commonly compared to colonoscopy is CT colonography. Benson et al compared the yield of neoplasia using colonoscopy and CT colonography and reported a similar sensitivity for polyps > 6mm, but CT colonography was less sensitive for polyps < 6mm.(48) Studies of colonoscopy and CT colonography also provide useful insight into the typical location of the polyps that are missed during colonoscopy, which are often at flexures and behind mucosal folds.(49) 
In routine practice, polyp miss rate is measured indirectly using the adenoma and polyp detection rate. A low ADR or PDR being taken as an indicator of missed polyps. This measure does not take account of the variation in the prevalence of polyps, which varies between patient groups. Although ADR is an imperfect measure, its ease of measurement and inverse relationship with interval cancer risk make it clinically useful. However, Saini et al recently published a modelling study, which suggested that solely relying on ADR as a means of identifying low performing endoscopist (adenoma miss rate) has significant limitations, due to differences in case mix.(50) They modelled differences in adenoma prevalence and miss rates based on previously published data and suggested that using an ADR threshold of 16.5% would detect only half of the low performing endoscopists. Furthermore, nearly 80% of the endoscopists below the 16.5% threshold would not have been low performers. 
1.2.5 Factors influencing polyp detection 
Several factors may influence the detection of polyps.  These may relate to the patient, the effectiveness of bowel cleansing, the size and morphology of polyps and the technique employed by the endoscopist. 
1.2.5.1 Patient factors
Patient factors associated with an increase in the prevalence of polyps include increasing age and male gender. ADDIN EN.CITE (42, 51) Cigarette smoking also increases the likelihood of adenomas, hyperplastic polyps and CRC ADDIN EN.CITE (52, 53) but studies examining the relationship between alcohol consumption and colonic polyps and CRC suggest an absent or much weaker relationship ADDIN EN.CITE (54, 55).
1.2.5.2	Polyp factors
The location and morphology of polyps influence their detection. Unsurprisingly large polyps are missed less often than small polyps.  Polyps are also missed more often when they are located behind mucosal folds ADDIN EN.CITE (49, 56) or have a flat morphology(45).
1.2.5.3 Endoscopist related Factors
As already discussed polyp and adenoma detection vary according to the performing colonoscopist.(42) Studies have suggested that variation in adenoma detection may be explained by differences in withdrawal technique. ADDIN EN.CITE (57, 58)
1.2.5.3.1 Withdrawal technique
Rex devised a scale to assess the quality of withdrawal techniques based on four domains: 1) luminal distension 2) colonic cleansing 3) whether the proximal side of colonic folds are examined and 4) adequacy of time spent viewing.(57) This scale was used to compare the withdrawal techniques of two endoscopists, one with a high ADR and the other with a low ADR. Differences in withdrawal technique were felt to explain much of the variation in ADR.
1.2.5.3.2 Withdrawal time
It is not surprising that it takes time to adequately examine all the colorectal mucosa during colonoscope withdrawal. In a landmark study, Barclay et al compared endoscopists with a mean colonoscope withdrawal time less than and greater than 6 minutes and reported that those with the longer withdrawal times had a greater detection of adenomas (28.3% vs. 11.8%, P<0.001) and advanced neoplasia (polyps ≥10mm, villous component, HGD or cancer - 6.4% vs. 2.6%, P<0.005).(59) The same group then compared adenoma detection before and after mandating an eight minimum withdrawal time and reported a significant increase in adenoma detection (34.7% vs. 23.5%, P>0.0001) but no significant difference in advanced neoplasia (6.6% vs. 4.5%, P=0.13). (60) 
Other studies have also examined the relative importance of withdrawal time and aspects of withdrawal technique in determining adenoma and polyp detection. Lee et al, using the scale devised by Rex, assessed the quality of withdrawals among 11 endoscopists and found poorer technique in endoscopists with lower ADR without there being a significant difference in withdrawal times(58). The influence of withdrawal time on adenoma detection has also been subject to a meta-analysis. This concluded that increasing withdrawal time alone was not an effective intervention to improve adenoma detection, but a surrogate marker for careful inspection which takes time to perform(61).  
Coe et al performed a randomised study to examine whether an endoscopic quality improvement program (EQUIP) improved polyp and adenoma detection. The EQUIP comprised a training session on the methods and techniques proven to increase adenoma detection as well as a session on the recognition of subtle polyps and polyp classification. Following this intervention, ADR significantly improved among the endoscopists randomised to the EQUIP intervention (36% vs. 47%, OR 1.7, p=0.0013) but not in the control group (36% vs. 35%).(62) 
1.2.5.3.3 Patient position
Adjusting a patient’s position redistributes colonic luminal contents due to the influence of gravity such that air rises while liquids and solids sink. It has been suggested that by adjusting patient position such that the colonic segment being examined is uppermost within the abdomen (the right in the left lateral position, the transverse colon in the supine position and the descending colon in the right lateral position), it is possible to improve luminal distension and therefore mucosal visualisation, adenoma and polyp detection. However, studies examining the influence of patient position on luminal distension, adenoma and polyp detection have conflicting outcomes.  
East et al compared colonoscope withdrawal using routine position change against withdrawal in the left lateral position in two separate studies. ADDIN EN.CITE (63, 64) These were both two-way, randomised, cross-over studies, whereby colonic segments were examined in two different positions. Once with the patient in the left lateral position and once with position change. The order in which patients had colonic segments examined was randomised to either position change then left lateral position or vice versa.
A cross over, rather than a parallel study design, significantly reduced the number of patients required to show a difference since each patient acts as their own control. A two-way study design was employed to balance the carry-over effect; since the first withdrawal would have pre alerted the endoscopist to the findings during the second withdrawal. Without this it would not have been possible to differentiate whether additional polyps were seen due to the change in patient position or repeat examination.
The first study assessed the effect of withdrawal position on luminal distension ratings on a 5-point scale (1 = total collapse, 2 = collapse with view <2 haustral folds into the distance, 3 = some proximal collapse only, with crinkling of folds, 4 = widely distended, distal collapse at limit of vision, 5 = widely distended, no distal collapse to limit of vision) in 14 patient undergoing colonoscopy. The distension ratings were validated by an independent reviewer with whom there was moderate inter-observer agreement, ĸ = 0.53.  Routine position change was reported to significantly improve overall luminal distension ratings in the transverse colon (3.9 vs. 2.9, p=0.02), splenic flexure (4.5 vs. 3.0, p=0.002) and descending colon (4.5 vs. 3.0, p<0.001). The limitation of this study related to the use of an endpoint that has uncertain clinical significance (luminal distension).
The follow up study focussed on improvements in ADR and was powered to detect a 50% increase in the proportion of patients with ≥1 adenoma (130 patients). Examining the transverse colon in the supine position rather than the left lateral position was found to increase adenoma detection but this only reached statistical significance in the transverse colon. (15% vs. 24%, p=0.04). The differences in adenoma detection were attributed to improved luminal distension, as there were a higher proportion of polyps in the segments with adequate distension (16% vs. 7%, p <0.001). Adenoma detection was not significantly different in the other colonic segments. The limitations of this study relate to it being a single centre study and all procedures were performed by a single operator. 
Two further studies have examined the benefits of routine position change. Köksal et al performed a two-way crossover study such that patients were randomised to being examined in either the left lateral position followed by position change or vice versa. Unlike the study by East et al position change in the left colon (splenic flexure, descending colon and sigmoid colon) included the supine position and right lateral position. Furthermore, they compared adenoma detection during a single withdrawal in the left lateral position alone versus the combined detection rate in the left lateral position and the other positions combined. The difference in study design therefore limits the inferences that can be drawn since previous studies have consistently reported that a repeat examination significantly increases polyp detection, regardless of patient position. Therefore, the increase in polyp detection may have occurred due to either the repeat examination or the position change.  
Köksal et al reported greater adenoma detection in the transverse colon in the supine and the left lateral position combined compared with the left lateral position alone (11 vs. 16, p=0.05). Unlike East et al, Köksal et al studied withdrawal positions in the sigmoid colon and found that examining the sigmoid in the right lateral, supine and left lateral yielded significantly more polyps and adenomas than in the left lateral position alone, (14 vs. 10, p=0.04 and 9 vs. 5, p=0.04 respectively) although, as noted above, the reason for this increase is open to debate. 
Ou et al examined the use of routine position change but unlike the previous studies, compared this against ‘usual practice’ rather than against a single static position. They also employed a parallel group, rather than a cross-over design and found that routine position change did not significantly increase ADR (37.9% vs. 41.8%, OR = 1.17, p=0.28) or PDR (58.2% vs. 58.0%, OR = 0.99, p=0.93). The major limitation of this study relates to the use of ‘usual practice’ as the comparator. Comparing position change against usual practice may be considered advantageous as it represents standard clinical care. However, practices differ between colonoscopists with some changing position routinely and others rarely doing so.(65) Further analysis of the data by Ou et al reveals that approximately half of the patients designated to usual practice had their right and transverse colon examined in the left lateral and supine position respectively, such that the comparator was no different to the position change strategy, thereby minimising the benefit associated with position change. Furthermore, it was not stated whether patients were placed in these positions from the start of the procedure or in response to poor distension. Neither was it clear whether the practices of the study endoscopists were representative of wider practice. This is important as participating endoscopists would presumably be aware of the literature concerning position change. Finally, the study reported overall polyp detection and did not give a breakdown of the benefits in each segment.
A minor limitation of routine position change during colonoscope withdrawal is the perception of inconvenience for both the patient and endoscopist. In this respect, Ou et al reported a statistically significant increase in the mean colonoscope withdrawal time (466 vs. 422 seconds, p<0.0001), although the absolute difference has questionable significance.
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Figure 1 - Technique related factors that influence polyp detection
1.2.5.4 Bowel cleansing related factors
Prior to colonoscopy patients consume bowel preparation to remove faecal residue. Residual Faeces may impede mucosal visualisation. Unsurprisingly, poor bowel cleanliness is associated with missed polyps and adenomas. 
Several bowel preparations are available but there is no consensus on the optimal agent. The quality of bowel preparation is a major determinant of polyp detection but this is frequently suboptimal or inadequate. A recent English national colonoscopy audit, reported that 11.8% of patients had bowel preparation rated as less than adequate and of those who had incomplete colonoscopies, poor bowel preparation was the cause in almost a quarter.(2)
Large retrospective database analyses have demonstrated that bowel preparation has a significant impact on polyp detection. For example, Froehlich et al performed a multicentre study of 5382 patients and found patients with good quality bowel preparation had higher PDR than those with poor quality preparation (29.4% vs. 23.9%, p = 0.007 for polyps of all sizes, and 6.4% vs. 4.3%, p = 0.016 for polyps >1cm)(66). Similarly Harewood et al analysed 93,004 patient reports from a national endoscopic database and found that PDR were lower in patients with inadequate bowel preparation (19% vs. 21.8%, p = <0.0001). When adjusted for age and sex, only polyps ≤ 9mm were found more frequently in patients with adequate bowel preparation with an odds ratio of 1.23(67).  Finally, Lebwohl et al reviewed the findings of 12,787 patients attending for colonoscopy at a single hospital. Bowel preparation was suboptimal in 24% of patients and 17% underwent a repeat colonoscopy within 3 years with a 42% increase in polyp detection in those who achieved adequate bowel preparation at the time of the repeat examination(68). 

Assessment of bowel cleanliness
The US Multi-society Task Force on Colorectal Cancer suggest bowel cleanliness should be judged as adequate or inadequate according to the likelihood of lesions >5mm being missed ADDIN EN.CITE (28). However, the assessment of bowel cleanliness is complex. Cleanliness may vary between and within segments and is dependent on the efforts of the endoscopist to wash and suction residual material. Although scales have been validated to assess bowel preparation, none of these assess the likelihood of missing polyps <5mm ADDIN EN.CITE (69-71). The choice of scale also depends on whether the user wishes to compare the efficacy of bowel cleansing pre or post cleansing by the endoscopist.  
The Boston Bowel Preparation Scale (BBPS) assesses the quality of bowel preparation following optimisation with endoscopic washing and suctioning of residual material ADDIN EN.CITE (70, 72, 73). The BBPS assesses the quality of bowel preparation in three colonic segments (right colon, transverse colon and left colon) on a four-point scale between 0 and 3 and has good levels of agreement between raters (intra-class correlation coefficient = 0.74). The BBPS is the only scale that has been validated to detect differences in the quality of bowel cleanliness which impact on polyp detection.(70)
The Ottawa scale assesses bowel cleanliness prior to optimisation by the endoscopist.  The Ottawa scale also grades the amount of residual fluid. It shows high levels of inter-observer agreement, with an intra-class correlation (ICC) coefficient of 0.94, but validation was limited to only two gastroenterologists.
The Aronchick scale grades the quality of bowel preparation throughout the colon rather than in individual segments. The descriptors include the amount and opacity of residual fluid in addition to the proportion of mucosa visualised ADDIN EN.CITE (71, 74).  The validation of this scale (published in abstract form only) was based on the ratings of five gastroenterologists who viewed recordings of 80 colonoscopies. There was variable inter-observer agreement, with a Kappa ICC between 0.31 and 0.76.
The Ottawa and Aronchick are often used in studies that assess the efficacy of bowel preparation regimens, as they rate bowel cleanliness prior to optimisation as well as grading the efforts required to attain adequate views. It is important to consider the efforts required to optimise bowel cleanliness as it may be possible to optimise most bowels given enough time and effort cleansing the bowel. In contrast, the BBPS rates bowel cleanliness after optimisation and may therefore be best suited to assess parameters which reflect the adequacy of mucosal visualisation such as polyp detection.
PEG laxatives
PEG is a group of polymers of varying lengths that have many applications including use as a laxative. PEG laxatives work primarily by the mechanical effects of large volume lavage.(75) Standard volume (4 litres) PEG preparations contain several electrolytes which are diluted in water to create iso-osmotic solutions to minimises dehydration and electrolyte shifts. 
Standard volume PEG preparations are commonly used, but many patients struggle with their consumption due to their volume, side effects (bloating, nausea, abdominal cramps and headaches) and taste. Low volume PEG solutions have been advocated as an alternative to standard volume PEG solutions. Several studies have also assessed the influence of dosing schedule on compliance, patient experience and efficacy. 
Low volume PEG laxatives
There are several low volume PEG laxatives available ADDIN EN.CITE (76-81) but further review will be limited to the use of Moviprep which will be the focus of a later chapter. Moviprep contains PEG (Macrogol 3350) in addition to sodium sulphate, a large dose of ascorbic acid and sodium ascorbate with a lemon flavouring. The administration of ascorbic acid in large doses has a significant laxative effect reducing the requirement for the PEG component.
Efficacy of Moviprep compared with standard volume PEG solutions
























Study	Definition of adequacy or success	Scale
Jansen(84)	Bowel preparation was considered to be a success when rated as ‘good’.Quality of bowel cleanliness rated in whole colon and recto-sigmoid.	Good - empty colon or the presence of clear liquid in the colon onlyModerate - the presence of brown liquid or semisolid stool, fully removable with suctionBad – the presence of semisolid stool only partially removable with suction or solid stool
Ell ADDIN EN.CITE (83)	Quality of bowel cleanliness rated in 5 segments. Overall rating of A or B defined as successfulA = all segments 3 or 4B = a score of 2 in at least one segmentC = a score of 1 in at least one segmentD = a score of 0 in at least one segment	4 -Very good - Colon empty and clean.      3 - Good - minor amount of fluid in the colon but easily removed by suction.       2 - Moderate - Fluid or semisolid residual stool, fully removable by suction or displaceable.1 - Bad - Fluid or semisolid residual stool, only partially removable with risk of incomplete mucosal visualisation0 - Very bad - colon full of semisolid or solid stool; colonoscopy incomplete or had to be terminated in one of the predefined areas 
Pontone(85)	Overall cleansing was considered adequate if rated as 1-3 on the Aronchick scale	1 - Excellent - Small volume of clear liquid or greater than 95% of surface seen2 - Good - Large volume of clear liquid covering 5% to 25% of surface but greater than 90% of surface seen3 - Fair - Some semi-solid stool that could be suctioned or washed away but greater than 90% of surface seen4 - Poor - Semi-solid stool that could not be suctioned or washed away and less than 90% of surface seen5 - Inadequate – Re-preparation needed
Corporaal(82)	Quality of bowel cleanliness rated in 3 segments. Overall rating of A or B defined as successful.A - excellent or good score in everyB - at least one colon segment with a moderate scoreC  - at least one colon segment with a bad score;D - at least one colon segment with a very bad score.	Excellent - when only a small amount of clear fluid was left in the colon Good - when a large amount of clear fluid was leftModerate - when a small amount of semi fluid stool was present that could be removed by rinsing or suction; Bad - when a significant amount of semisolid stool was present that could not be removed by rinsing or suction Very bad - when presence of semisolid or solid stool led to an incomplete colonoscopy
Valiante(86)	Cleanliness was considered adequate if rated as 1-3.	Aronchick scale - see above
Marmo ADDIN EN.CITE (87)	Cleanliness was considered adequate if rated as good or excellent (Inverted Ottawa scale)	4 excellent - colon empty and clean3 good - presence of clear liquid in the colon easy to aspirate2 fair - presence of brown liquid or small amounts of semisolid residual stool, partially removable by suction to adequately visualize the underlying colonic mucosa 1 poor - large amounts of fecal residue, not removable, with hampered visualization of the underlying mucosa.
Ponchon(88)	Bowel preparation considered successful when grades A or BA - all scores 3 or 4B ≥1 segments scored 2C ≥1 segments scored 1D ≥1 segment scored 0Harefield cleansing scale	0: Irremovable, heavy, hard stools1: Semi-solid, only partially removable stools2: Brown liquid/ fully removable semi solid stool3: Clear liquid4: Empty and clean





Study	Dosing of bowel preparations	Timing of examination
Jansen(84)	Kleanprep taken as a 3L:1L split dose with the morning dose at least 1 hour prior to morning colonoscopy.Kleanprep taken as a 2L:2L split dose with the morning dose at least 1 hour prior to afternoon colonoscopy.Moviprep taken as a 1L:1L split dose prior to the morning colonoscopyMoviprep taken as a single dose on the morning prior to an afternoon colonoscopy.	Morning and afternoon examinations
Ell ADDIN EN.CITE (83)	Moviprep and Kleanprep both administered as an equal split dose with final dose at least 1 hour prior to colonoscopy.	Examinations prior to 13:00
Pontone(85)	Single dose of Moviprep evening prior to colonoscopy4L PEG with simethicone given with a 1 hour break between 3pm and 8pm on the day prior to colonoscopy	Examinations performed between 8:30am and 2pm
Corporaal(82)	2l Moviprep on afternoon and evening prior to colonoscopy if scheduled for a morning examinationStandard volume PEG split as 3L:1L on evening prior to and morning of am examinations.Split dose of Moviprep administered on the evening and morning of afternoon examinationsStandard volume PEG solution split as 2L:2L on evening prior to and morning of pm examinations. 	Morning and afternoon examinations
Valiante(86)	Single dose of Moviprep evening prior to colonoscopy4L PEG with a 1 hour break between 3pm and 8pm on the day prior to colonoscopy	Examinations performed between 8:30am and 2pm
Marmo ADDIN EN.CITE (87)	Single dose of Moviprep separated by 2 hours administered on the evening prior to morning examinationsSingle dose of standard volume PEG solution on the evening prior to morning colonoscopySplit dose of Moviprep administered on the evening prior and morning of afternoon examinationsSplit dose of standard volume PEG solution on the evening prior and morning of afternoon colonoscopy	Morning and afternoon examinations
Ponchon(88)	Single dose the evening prior to colonoscopy. Moviprep between 6:30 – 10pm and Standard volume PEG between 5pm and 10pm.	Examinations performed between 8am and 1pm





Study	Standard 4L PEG	2L Moviprep	p value
Jansen(84)	77.5%	79.3%	ns
Ell ADDIN EN.CITE (83)	94.8%	88.9%	ns
Pontone(85)	88%	91%	ns
Corporaal(82)	96%	90.6%	0.13
Valiante(86)	ITT 75.3%APP 77%	ITT 84.6%APP 86.2%	0.040.2
Marmo ADDIN EN.CITE (87)	Single dose 44.3 %Split dose73.4 %	Single dose 41.7 %Split dose 77%	nsns
Ponchon(88)	90.9%	94.1%	0.23

Table 4 - Proportion of patients with adequate or successful preparation in reported RCTs of Moviprep.
ns= not significant, ITT = intention to treat, APP = as per protocol.
Six of the seven Moviprep RCTs reported no significant difference in the proportion of patients with adequate or successful bowel preparations (table 4). Valiante et al published the only study to report that more patients randomised to Moviprep had adequate bowel cleanliness. Conversely, a subgroup analysis in the study by Corporaal et al found that patients taking 4 litres PEG were more likely to have bowel cleanliness rated as excellent (79% vs. 52%, p<0.0001).(82) 
Patient experience with Moviprep compared with standard volume PEG solutions
Low volume PEG solutions were designed with the intention of increasing tolerability and compliance, reducing side effects and maintaining efficacy. Therefore, most of these studies made detailed assessments of patient experience.  
Despite differences in the volume of Moviprep and the standard volume PEG solutions, only two studies found significant differences in side effects. Ell et al reported that patients taking Moviprep were less likely to experience nausea and abdominal pain and Ponchon et al reported that abdominal discomfort and bloating were also less common with Moviprep. ADDIN EN.CITE (83, 88)
Taste was assessed in five of the seven Moviprep RCTs. Most of these reported that patients randomised to Moviprep were more likely to rate the taste of Moviprep as acceptable ADDIN EN.CITE (83, 84, 87, 88) but a single study found no difference(82). Difference in outcomes between studies may in part be explained by differences in the flavourings added to the standard volume PEG solutions. Furthermore, patients only rated the taste of the allocated bowel preparation and were unaware of the taste of the alternative bowel preparation as a point of reference.
No significant differences in compliance between Moviprep and the standard volume PEG solution were reported in five of the seven studies, ADDIN EN.CITE (82, 86-88) while the remainder reported either a greater compliance with Moviprep(84) or did not report on this endpoint.(85) It should be noted the two of the studies compared compliance according to the proportion of patients completing at least 75%, rather than the consumption all of the bowel preparation. ADDIN EN.CITE (83, 88) It should also be noted that differences in compliance were often larger between than within studies. This may suggest that other factors, such as patient counselling, are more important determinants of compliance than the bowel preparation.(89) 
Dosing schedule of PEG preparations
The dosing schedule of bowel preparation may be modified in many ways. PEG solutions are generally consumed in two halves with a variable break between. When the break between is short (often an hour) or all taken on a single day (usually the day prior) this is referred to as single dosing. Split dosing refers to taking the first half of the bowel preparation on the day prior to colonoscopy and the second half on the day of colonoscopy. 






Study	Proportion of patients with adequate/successful cleansing overall	Scale
	Single dose PEG	Split dose PEG	P value	
Park ADDIN EN.CITE (90)	51%	76%	0.001	Aronchick scale
Park(91)	n/a	n/a	0.01**	Ottawa Scale
Aoun(92)	56.2%	76.5%	0.011	Adequate = ratings of excellent or goodExcellent - No fecal matter or nearly none in the colon; small to moderate amounts of clear liquid Good - Small amounts of thin, liquid fecal matter seen and suctioned easily, mainly distal to splenic flexure; all mucosa seenFair - Moderate amounts of thick liquid to semisolid fecal matter seen and suctioned, including proximal to splenic flexure; small lesions may be missed; >90% mucosa seenPoor - Large amounts of solid fecal matter found, precluding a satisfactory study; unacceptable preparation; <90% mucosa seen
Marmo ADDIN EN.CITE (87)	43%	75.2%	0.00001	Inverted Ottawa scaleSee table 2
Manno(93)	92.8	95%	Ns	Adequate = ratings of 3 and 41 = poor (large amounts of faecal residue requiring additional cleansing); 2 = fair (enough faeces or fluid to prevent a completely reliable exam); 3 = good (small amounts of faeces or fluid not interfering with the exam); 4 = excellent (no more than small bits of adherent faeces/fluid).
Matro(94)	91.8%	94.4%	Ns	Adequate = ratings of 1 or 2 Excellent (1): greater than 90% of mucosa seen, mostly liquid stool, minimal suction needed for adequate visualization.Good (2): greater than 90% of mucosa seen, mostly liquid stool, significant suction needed for adequate visualization.Fair (3): greater than 90% of mucosa seen, mixture of liquid and semisolid stool, could be suctioned and/or washed.Poor (4): less than 90% of mucosa seen, mixture of semisolid and solid stool, could not be suctioned or washed.
Table 5 - Proportion of patients with adequate or successful preparation reported in the RCTs comparing single dose and split dose PEG 
**Park et al assessed the quality of bowel preparation as a continuous variable, rather than a binary outcome, and therefore compared ratings with a t test.
Side effects and compliance with single and split dose PEG
Three of the six studies found that more patients were willing to repeat split dose bowel preparation  ADDIN EN.CITE (91-93). Most studies suggest side effects are less frequent with the split dosing bowel preparation schedule. Split dose regimens causes less nausea, ADDIN EN.CITE (91, 93) less bloating ADDIN EN.CITE (91, 92) and less abdominal pain.(93) In contrast to this, Matro et al found the single dosing rather than split dosing, resulted in less abdominal pain, less interference with daily activities and better sleep quality(94). The opposing outcome of this study may relate to the single dose being administered on the morning of, rather than the evening before colonoscopy as used in the other studies.
Compliance with bowel preparation is important and not surprisingly impacts on Bowel cleanliness.(91) Although none of the studies have reported a significant difference in compliance, two studies reported a trend towards increased compliance with the split dose regimen  ADDIN EN.CITE (92, 94) (84% vs. 72%, p = 0.073 and 90% by 78%, p = 0.062 respectively).
Studies comparing split dose and single dose regimens have been the subject of two meta-analyses ADDIN EN.CITE (95, 96). Both concluded that split dosing of standard volume PEG solutions should be the gold standard to which other bowel preparations should be compared, but also acknowledged that the comparative efficacy of this and Moviprep remained uncertain.
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1.3 Pain during colonoscopy
Patient discomfort or the experience of pain is an important also a determinant of the acceptability of colonoscopy and subsequent patient satisfaction.(30) Not surprisingly, it is routinely assessed as a measure of colonoscopy quality. 
1.3.1 Why does pain occur during colonoscopy?
Pain during colonoscopy is predominantly due to looping of the colonoscope, which causes stretch of the attached colonic mesentery(29), with a lesser contribution from gaseous distension of the colon. 
1.3.2 How common is pain during colonoscopy?
Pain is a common side effect of colonoscopy but patients’ experience of pain are remarkably variable with some having no pain and others having severe pain which limits procedural completion. The duration of pain during colonoscopy is also variable with some patients having brief moments of pain while others have continuous pain. 
Measuring pain and discomfort is difficult. Studies have assessed the severity of pain and discomfort using both visual analogue scales(98) and semantic descriptive scales (99). Studies have used varying descriptors and have also varied according to whether they have compared differences on a continuous scale or a binary scale. Comparing the frequency of ‘significant discomfort’ or ‘significant pain’ between studies is therefore of limited value. Accepting this limitation, the proportion of patients with significant discomfort during the most recent UK national audit was 9.8%.
1.3.3 Pain or discomfort?
Colonoscopic studies have varied as to whether they assess pain, discomfort or both. Physiologically, the spinal pathways modulating pain and discomfort are similar although it has been argued that there may be differences in central processing pathways since patients who describe pain are more likely to have activated brain regions which modulate the unpleasantness associated with an experience.(100) The use of the descriptors pain and discomfort has been studied in patients with irritable bowel syndrome (IBS). Sach et al compared the symptom severity of patients with IBS, who self categorised their symptoms as either pain or discomfort predominant, and found that patients with pain predominant IBS had higher pain ratings but there were no differences between groups in quality of life or overall GI symptom severity.(101) It has been suggested that patients may preferentially use the term pain when there is a higher threat level. However, are no studies examining whether either of these descriptors more closely associates with patient satisfaction or tolerance of colonoscopy examinations. Anecdotally, patients differ according to whether they describe pain or discomfort during colonoscopy, with many stating that they have discomfort but no pain, and patients seem to tolerate discomfort better than pain.
1.3.4 Factors which influence the occurrence of pain
Many factors influence the occurrence of pain during colonoscopy. These can relate to the endoscopic technique, patient related factors and can be modified by the use of medication. Multivariate analysis of factors that influence pain during colonoscopy have suggested that; extremes of age, ADDIN EN.CITE (102, 103) lower body mass index (BMI)(102), presenting complaint of diarrhoea(102), hysterectomy(102), first time colonoscopy,(102) anxiety, ADDIN EN.CITE (102, 104) female gender, ADDIN EN.CITE (104, 105) longer procedure time,(104)  and high anticipated pain level(104) are predictive of a more painful procedure. 
1.3.5 Why is pain important?
Minimising pain is important for humane reasons but this also influences patient satisfaction(30)and are willingness to undergo a repeat procedure.(106) Pain and/or looping is also reported to be responsible for approximately half of incomplete colonoscopy examinations.(2) Fear of pain has also been cited a barrier to screening colonoscopy uptake. ADDIN EN.CITE (107-109)
1.3.6 Medication
The majority of patients undergoing colonoscopy in the UK receive medications to achieve a state of ‘conscious’ or moderate sedation. Conscious sedation refers to “a technique in which the use of drug or drugs produces a state of depression of the central nervous system enabling treatment to be carried out, but during which verbal contact with the patient is maintained throughout the period of sedation.  The drug and techniques used to provide conscious sedation should carry a margin of safety wide enough to render loss of consciousness unlikely”. 
Sedatives, such as midazolam, reduce anxiety and calm patients whereas analgesics reduce pain. A recent UK national endoscopy audit found that conscious sedation was used during 88.9% of colonoscopies.(110) The most common analgesics used during colonoscopy were pethidine (56%) and fentanyl (35%) while Entonox® was used in 8.4% of colonoscopies and medication free  colonoscopy accounted for only 2.3% of examinations.
1.3.7 How does the experience of pain influence recollection of pain
The relationship between experience of pain and recollection of pain is not well understood. Both measures are important as experience of pain may prevent completion of the procedure and recollection of pain influences patient satisfaction(30) and willingness to have a repeat examination.
Two studies have examined the relationship between the experience and recollection of pain/discomfort ADDIN EN.CITE (104, 111). Elphick et al asked 109 patients to rate discomfort, on a 10 point VA-NRS, at 2 minute intervals and at peaks of discomfort, and assessed their recollection of discomfort immediately after colonoscopy and 2-3 months later. This observational study found patient’s recollection of discomfort immediately following colonoscopy is higher than the mean score reported during colonoscopy, while patients’ recollection of overall discomfort 2-3 months later was significantly lower than immediately after colonoscopy. Elphick et al observed that mean ratings of discomfort were at their greatest in the first 4-6 minutes during colonoscopy.
Redelmeier et al also examined the relationship between experience and recollection of pain in patients undergoing colonoscopy and lithotripsy, using the Gottman-Levenson method.(111) This method requires patients to use a hand held device to control a marker on a computer screen, which indicates the level of pain. They found that patients’ recollection of pain had the greatest correlation with the peak rating and pain levels during the last 3 minutes of colonoscopy.  


1.3.8 Entonox use during colonoscopy
1.3.8.1 What is Entonox®?
Entonox® comprises a 50:50 mixture of oxygen and nitrous oxide, which has sedative and analgesic properties. Nitrous oxide has low solubility in blood and therefore equilibrates rapidly, giving it a rapid onset and offset of action. The precise mechanism by which nitrous oxide exerts its analgesic effects is uncertain ADDIN EN.CITE (112). Animal studies have shown that the peri-aquaductal grey matter of the midbrain is an important target for the action of nitrous oxide(113). The analgesic effects of nitrous oxide are partially reversed by the opiate antagonist naloxone,(114) suggesting that some of its effect is mediated via the opiate receptor.
Entonox is administered by inhalation through a demand valve. This minimises issues associated with over sedation.(110) Entonox is often used for the management of acute pain such as during labour and the emergencies managed in accident and emergency departments. More recently it has been used during colonoscopy. 
1.3.8.2 Advantages of Entonox® over other agents 
Several studies have assessed psychomotor recovery time, pain ratings and side effects with Entonox during colonoscopy against the use of benzodiazepines and opiate analgesics, which are the standard of care in UK colonoscopy practice, as well as propofol and placebo. 
Initial studies comparing Entonox with intravenous medications during colonoscopy employed detailed analyses of psychomotor recovery using either a tracking test, multiple choice reaction times, manual dexterity tests, letter cancellation tests ADDIN EN.CITE (98, 115) or memory testing(116). No differences were apparent between Entonox users and un-sedated patients immediately after and 15 minutes following colonoscopy. Patients receiving sedation performed inferiorly, although not all patients were examined immediately after colonoscopy as they were considered unfit, introducing an obvious selection bias. Lindblom et al similarly reported that patients receiving Entonox performed better in the psychomotor tests prior to discharge, even though patients randomised to Entonox left the department sooner. 
A reduction in time to discharge is convenient for the patient and may also improve the efficiency of endoscopy units due to the reduced nursing requirements associated with patient monitoring. The shorter recovery time also allows patients to drive half an hour after use, which is much sooner than the 24 hour period which is recommended for intravenous sedation and analgesia.
1.3.8.3 Efficacy of Entonox® during colonoscopy
Studies comparing the efficacy of Entonox® with intravenous analgesics during colonoscopy have reported conflicting results. Maslekar et al randomised patients undergoing colonoscopy to receive either Entonox® or fentanyl plus midazolam and found that patients receiving Entonox® had significantly less pain, shorter recovery times and higher levels of satisfaction. On the other hand, Forbes et al, who randomised patients to either Entonox® or pethidine and midazolam reported that patients receiving Entonox® reported more pain, tolerated colonoscopy less well, were less satisfied and less willing to undergo a repeat colonoscopy under the same circumstances(117). 
The conflicting outcomes of the studies examining Entonox use may be due to methodological differences. First of all, the comparator opiate varied although the relevance of this is uncertain; Robertson et al reported that pethidine is more effective than fentanyl(118) while Hayee et al found no significant difference.(119) Second, the equivalent dose of opiate also varied. It is particularly noteworthy that Maslekar et al, used a lower dose of opiate (50mcg fentanyl is equivalent to 25mg pethidine) and midazolam than Forbes et al who reported opposing results. Third, the dosing schedule of the medications varied. (table 6)  Fourth, there were differences between studies as to whether the patients and endoscopists were blinded to the treatment allocation. Fifth, two studies used intravenous saline or inhaled air as placebo, ADDIN EN.CITE (116, 120) while the remaining studies were of an open study design. ADDIN EN.CITE (98, 115, 117, 121) Sixth, the scales used to assess pain varied, which may have differed in validity and sensitivity.  Loberg et al, for example, enquired about pain on a four point scale semantic descriptive scale, which are reported to be less sensitive than visual analogue scales(122) as used by Maslekar et al.(98) 
Study	Dosing regimen
Lindblom	2.5 mg ketobemidone and 2.5mg midazolam
Saunders	50mg pethidine and 2.5mg midazolam
Trojan	25-50mg Pethidine and 2.5mg midazolam
Maslekar	Midazolam in 1mg increments 0.075-0.1mcg/kg (50-70mcg) fentanyl
Forbes	0.06mg/kg (4mg) midazolam and 0.76mg/kg (50mg) pethidine
Notini-gudmarsson	1mg/kg IM (70mg) pethidine plus 2.5mg midazolam if remained in pain
Table 6 - Dosing schedule reported in comparative trials of Entonox and intravenous medications 
* Parentheses denote dose that would have been administered to a ‘typical’ 70kg patient








Study	Instructions for Entonox use
Trojan	‘Breathed the gas for 1 minute prior to the procedure and then as required’
Saunders	Continuous use through the sigmoid colon and then as required
Notini-gudmarsson*	Continuous use with deeper breaths if in pain
Lindblom 	Not stated
Forbes	‘Generally took Entonox until caecal intubation’
Maslekar	Continuous use until caecum
Loberg et al	As required use
Table 7 - Instructions for Entonox use in previous Entonox studies.
* Denotes Medimix rather than Entonox

1.3.8.4 Patient experience with Entonox 
Studies have generally reported little difference in side effects. Forbes et al however, found that sedation was more likely to cause drowsiness (72% vs. 11%) and dizziness (43% vs. 20%) than Entonox(117) and a meta-analysis reported that Entonox was less likely to cause nausea.(123)  
1.3.8.5 Current use of Entonox during colonoscopy
Entonox clearly has advantages over sedation associated with its safety profile and reduced inconvenience particularly the ability of patients to resume driving 30 minutes after use (patients are advised to avoid driving for 24 hours after administration of intravenous sedation and analgesia). Despite this, Entonox was used by only 8.4% of the patients having a colonoscopy during the period of the most recent English national endoscopy audit.(2) The reasons for its low utilisation are uncertain but practice clearly varies between units with it being used by three quarters of the patients undergoing colonoscopy at Sheffield Teaching Hospital. 
Chapter 2 - Aims
The background reviews the multi-factorial nature of colonoscopy quality. The aims of this thesis were to study key aspects of colonoscopy quality including simple interventions that could readily be introduced into clinical practice. As discussed previously, patient comfort is a key measure of colonoscopy quality. Comfort is influenced by patient factors and endoscopic technique and may also be modified by medication use. However, the relationships between patient comfort and medication use are complex and incompletely understood. It has even been suggested that the colonoscopists who use more medication are more likely to cause discomfort since their colonoscopic technique is inferior. There are also disadvantages to medication use, related to patient safety and potential inconvenience to patients. Furthermore, the medication strategy used during colonoscopy should be dependent on the needs and views of each patient. The BCSP collects standardised data on comfort levels and medication use in patients undergoing screening colonoscopy. The first objective of this thesis was to explore the relationships between significant discomfort and medication use within the BCSP. 
Entonox appears an effective analgesic and sedative during colonoscopy and offers advantages with regards to patient convenience. However, it is used in only a small proportion of examinations in the UK and the reasons for its low utilisation are unclear. The second objective of the thesis was to survey current usage and perceptions of Entonox among colonoscopists.
Previous studies of Entonox use as an adjunct to colonoscopy have reported conflicting results. The reasons are unclear but may relate to differences in the method of administration. The third objective was therefore to undertake a randomised controlled trial of ‘continuous’ and ‘as required’ use of Entonox during colonoscopy. 
Polyp detection is a key measure of colonoscopy quality. Many factors influence polyp detection during colonoscopy including bowel cleanliness and endoscopic technique. Bowel preparations vary in taste, acceptability, ease of consumption and potency. The dosing schedules also influence patient experience and effectiveness. Studies comparing standard and low volume PEG solutions have reported conflicting outcomes. The fourth objective of this thesis was to compare patient tolerance and bowel cleanliness during a switch over from a standard to a low volume PEG solution in patients attending for screening colonoscopy.  
























Medication may be used to manage discomfort during colonoscopy but practice varies. The relationship between medication use and comfort during colonoscopy was examined in the English Bowel Cancer Screening Programme.
Patient and methods
Information relating to BCSP examinations is prospectively entered into a national database. Comfort ratings and medication use were extracted for colonoscopy examinations performed between 01/01/2010 and 31/12/2012 was extracted. The relationships between comfort and analgesic and sedative practice were examined. 
Results 
During the study period 113,316 examinations were performed by 290 endoscopists. 91.1% of colonoscopies were performed without causing significant discomfort but there was considerable variation between individual colonoscopists (range 76.1-99.2%). Significant discomfort was more common in females, patients with diverticulosis and inadequate bowel preparation, incomplete examinations and screening rather than surveillance examinations. 
Midazolam was administered during 87.8% and opiate analgesia during 87.3% of procedures. There was wide variation between colonoscopists in the proportion of examinations in which midazolam (range = 4.1%-100%) and opiate analgesia (range = 5.6-100%) were used. Entonox was administered during 7.5% of examinations and 4.7 % of patients underwent medication-free colonoscopy. 
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Colonoscopy is the gold standard investigation for colorectal cancer (CRC) screening.(11) However, some patients report discomfort during colonoscopy and may be deterred from undergoing colonoscopy.(124) Patient comfort is an important outcome measure in the assessment of colonoscopy quality and influences both patient satisfaction(30) and willingness to have a repeat examination.(125) 
Discomfort during colonoscopy is mainly due to stretch of the attached colonic mesentery, which is maximal when there is looping in the shaft of the colonoscope.(29) Drug regimens are often used to manage and prevent discomfort during colonoscopy but the optimal regimen is debated.(126)  
Worldwide, medication practice to facilitate colonoscopy varies widely. Patients in Scandinavian countries often undergo un-sedated examinations,(127) whereas an increasing proportion of patients in the United States undergo colonoscopy with a general anaesthetic.(128) 
Individual sedation strategies clearly differ with respect to cost, efficacy, safety and patient convenience but each has a role depending on the needs and expectations of patients. A survey of American patients reported that most attribute the highest value to being pain-free and unaware during colonoscopy whilst a minority preferred to undergo colonoscopy without sedation.(31)
The English BCSP rollout began in 2006. The target population was initially 60-69 year olds but expanded to age 74 in 2010. Participants are offered faecal occult blood testing (FOBt) biennially and those with a positive FOBt results are invited to be assessed by a Specialist Screening Practitioner (SSP) who explains the significance of the result and offers colonoscopy. Colonoscopy examinations are performed by experienced (>1000 examinations) and specifically accredited colonoscopists whose performance is continually monitored.(129)
Measurement of comfort during colonoscopy is complex since patients’ expectations, tolerance and recollection of discomfort differ. Furthermore, the time course and severity of discomfort varies during the procedure, occurring most often during insertion. Prior to the rollout of the English Bowel Cancer Screening Programme (BCSP) there were no validated comfort scales and no defined standards of care. In their absence, the nurse-rated Modified Gloucester Comfort Scale (MGCS - appendix) was employed.(19) 










Data relating to colonoscopy examinations performed within the BCSP are prospectively entered into a national database, the Bowel Cancer Screening System (BCSS). An SSP attends each examination and rates patient comfort, independent of the colonoscopist, using the MGCS. Previous studies have shown that the BCSS has high levels of completeness and accuracy.(129) 
Data processing
Data were extracted from the BCSS for all procedures undertaken between 01/01/10 and 31/12/12. The required fields were agreed by panel discussion and included: patient gender and age, procedural indication (screening or surveillance), medication use, patient comfort, insertion and withdrawal times and examination findings. Screening and surveillance examinations were included. Screening refers to examinations prompted by positive FOB testing, whereas surveillance refers to examinations in those previously screened and found to have intermediate or high risk polyps. Data completeness were assessed and data cleaning undertaken. Implausible entries were excluded if they were outside a reasonable range, as determined in a previous analysis of the database (table 8).(129)


	Feasible range	Number (%) excluded
Dose of midazolam	Not administered, 0.5 - 10mg	373 (0.33)
Dose of pethidine	Not administered, 12.5 - 200mg	246 (0.22)
Dose of fentanyl	Not administered, 12.5 - 200mcg	146 (0.13)
Insertion time	1-60 mins	1482 (1.3)
Withdrawal time	1-60 mins	844 (0.7)

Table 8 - Data excluded from analysis 

A moderate or severe discomfort rating, on the 5-point MGCS, was defined as 'significant discomfort'. These ratings were considered to indicate a degree of discomfort more likely to be associated with a worse than expected patient experience.(33) 
The medication practice of all colonoscopists who performed at least 100 examinations was examined and correlations were sought with patient comfort.  
Comfort during each examination is rated by an SSP, independent of the colonoscopist. As there are no direct measures to assess the validity of these ratings, we examined the variation in the comfort ratings of different SSPs who had graded the same colonoscopists. The ratings of SSPs who had rated an individual colonoscopist on at least 50 occasions were compared. This minimised differences due to random variation while remaining inclusive of most colonoscopists.
Statistical analysis
Categorical data were compared using the chi-squared test and continuous data were compared with the unpaired t test. The correlation between colonoscopists’ medication use and comfort, CIR and ADR were assessed using Spearman’s Rho (ρ). Correlations were interpreted as follows: very high (+/-0.9-1.0), high (+/- 0.7-0.9), moderate (+/- 0.5-0.7), low (+/- 0.3-0.5) and no/negligible (+/-0-0.3).(130) 






During the 3-year study period, 113,316 colonoscopy examinations were performed (99,044 screening and 14,272 surveillance examinations). The number of procedures performed increased year on year (from 33,142 in 2010, 39,872 in 2011 and 40,302 in 2012) with an increasing proportion of surveillance examinations (2010 vs. 2012, 7.2% vs. 17.8%, OR 2.8, 95% CI 2.7-3.0). 
The mean age of the patients was 66 years (range 59-93 years) and 58.3% were male. Procedures were performed by 290 endoscopists comprising: 213 Physicians, 57 Surgeons, 18 Nurse Endoscopists and 2 General Practitioners.  The 262/290 (90%) endoscopists who performed at least 100 examinations performed 99% of the procedures within the study period. The mean (SD, range) caecal intubation rate (CIR) and adenoma detection rate (ADR) of the colonoscopists were 96.6% (1.8, 91.0-99.8%) and 46.7% (6.8, 26.8-61.3%) respectively. The cancer detection rate was 7.5% (screening examinations) and bowel preparation was rated as excellent or adequate in 97.5% of examinations. 
Comfort during colonoscopy















Table 9 - Predictors of significant discomfort during colonoscopy on uni-variate and multivariate binary regression analysis. 

Examinations resulting in significant discomfort were associated with longer colonoscope insertion times (mean (SD) = 20.5 (11) versus 13.0 (8) min, p <0.0001) and longer colonoscope withdrawal times (Mean (SD) = 16.0 (11) min versus 14.6 (9) min, p<0.0001). There was no difference in adenoma detection rate in cases where significant discomfort was reported (41.4% vs. 41.3%, p=0.85). 
The proportion of procedures associated with significant discomfort by individual colonoscopist varied considerably ranging from 0.8% to 23.9% (median = 8.1%, IQR 5.0-12.6 - figure2).

Figure 2 - Proportion of examinations associated with significant discomfort among colonoscopists 

Intravenous sedation and analgesia
Midazolam was administered during 87.8% of procedures and diazepam in only 0.03%. Opiate analgesia was given during 87.3% of procedures. Pethidine (49.0 %) and fentanyl (36.5%) were used most commonly and meptazinol (1.4%) and alfentanyl (0.8 %) used infrequently. 




Most colonoscopists administered sedation during most colonoscopies but practice varied widely with use ranging from 4.1% to 100% (median use = 95.1%, IQR = 81.8-97.8%, range = 4.1%-100%). Similarly, most colonoscopists administered opiates in most of their procedures (median use = 97.3%, IQR = 85.0-99.2%, range = 5.6-100%). The mean doses of midazolam, pethidine and fentanyl given ranged from 0.5-3.7mg (median = 2.2mg), 25-63mg (median = 33mg) and 25-99mg (median = 59mg) respectively. Female patients received slightly higher doses of midazolam (mean (SD) = 2.1(0.7) vs. 2.0(0.6) mg, p<0.0001), fentanyl (mean (SD) = 63.5 (23.5) mcg vs. 59.4 (21.1) mcg, p<0.0001) and pethidine (mean (SD) = 32.5 (11.7) mg vs. 31.1 (11.0) mg, p<0.0001).
A significant minority of patients were given intravenous sedation and analgesia in doses exceeding British Society of Gastroenterology recommendations, particularly in those aged >70 years (table 10). 












Table 10 - Medication use exceeding BSG recommendations 

A second bolus of medication was given in 1599 (1.4%) patients. This was most often opiate analgesia (1.2%) whilst additional sedation (0.1%) or a combination of sedation and opiate analgesia (0.1%) were rarely used. Patients with significant discomfort were more likely to receive a second bolus of medication (6.2% vs. 1.0%, OR (95% CI) = 6.3 (5.7-7.0), p<0.0001). A second bolus of medication was given more often in screening examinations (1.5% vs. 1.0%, OR (95% CI) = 1.5 (1.3 - 1.8), p<0.0001) female patients (2.0% vs. 1.0%, OR (95% CI) = 2.1, (1.9 - 2.3), p<0.0001) and in those with incomplete examinations (3.4% vs. 1.3%, OR (95% CI) = 2.6 (2.2-3.2), p<0.0001).
Patients undergoing screening were more likely to receive sedation (88.6%vs. 84.5%, OR (95% CI) = 1.4 (1.35-1.49), p <0.0001) and analgesia (87.7% vs. 84.4%, OR (95% CI) = 1.3 (1.24-1.38), p<0.0001) than patients undergoing surveillance colonoscopy.  Female patients were also more likely to receive both sedation (92.9% vs. 84.6%, OR (95% CI) = 2.4 (2.28-2.48), p<0.0001) and analgesia (91.2% vs. 84.4%, OR (95% CI) = 1.9 (1.83-1.98), p <0.0001) than males.  
Entonox®
Entonox® (50:50 combination of nitrous oxide and oxygen) was administered during 7.5 % of examinations and its use increased year on year, from 4.6 % in 2010 to 7.2% in 2011 and 10.1% in 2012 (2010 vs. 2012, OR (95% CI) 2.3 (2.17-2.45), p <0.0001). The proportion of colonoscopists who used Entonox® also increased (36.4 % in 2010, 49.4 % in 2011 and 56.1 % in 2012), but most colonoscopists who administered Entonox did so in a minority of procedures but with wide variation in practice (median 0.7%, IQR 0-8.2%, range 0-98.9%). 

















Table 11 - Medication strategies and patient discomfort during colonoscopy.







Medication-free colonoscopy (no opiate, benzodiazepine or Entonox) was performed in 4.7% of patients and increased year on year (from 3.5% in 2010, to 4.8% in 2011 to 5.4% in 2012, 2010 vs. 2012, OR (95% CI) = 1.6 (1.47-1.71), p<0.0001). 72.5% of colonoscopists performed at least one medication-free colonoscopy during the study period. Most used it in a small minority of examinations with a median usage of 1.9% but practice varied widely with 17.9% of colonoscopists  using it in over 10% of examinations (figure 3). 
Figure 3 - Proportion of medication-free examinations performed by colonoscopists
Male patients were more likely to undergo sedation-free colonoscopy than females (6.6% vs. 1.8 %, OR (95% CI) = 3.9 (3.6-4.2), p<0.0001) as were patients undergoing surveillance rather than screening colonoscopy (7.3% vs. 4.2%, OR (95% CI) = 1.8 (1.66-1.91), p<0.0001). 
Other medication
Buscopan™ (hyoscine butylbromide) was administered in 43.7% and glucagon during 0.2% of examinations. Some colonoscopists never used Buscopan whereas others used it most of the time (Median = 36.5%, IQR =7.1-77.1%, range = 0-99.5%).  Buscopan was given more often in males (45.8% vs. 40.7%, OR (95% CI) = 1.23 (1.20-1.26), p<0.0001) and those with diverticulosis (45.5% vs. 42.7%, OR (95% CI) =1.12 (1.09-1.14), p<0.0001).  General anaesthesia (GA) was used infrequently (0.5%). Deep sedation using Propofol was also rarely used in non-GA examinations (<0.1%).
Adverse events and the use of reversal agents
Reversal agents were rarely used. 55(0.05%) patients were given flumazenil and 46(0.04%) patients were given naloxone and 8 received both. The dose of midazolam and opiate analgesia associated with flumazenil and naloxone use exceeded BSG recommendations in only one and four patients respectively.  Sedation related adverse events were rare. 70 (0.06%) patients had an episode of significant hypotension, 17 (0.015%) had a cardiac arrhythmia and 5 (0.004%) had a respiratory arrest. 
Relationship between comfort and medication use
The proportion of patients with significant discomfort varied according to the medication strategy used. For the group as a whole significant discomfort was least common amongst patients who used no medication and most common amongst patients using a combination of sedation, opiate analgesia and Entonox (table 11).  
When assessing the practice of individual colonoscopists there was no significant correlation between the proportion of procedures in which significant discomfort occurred and the proportion of examinations in which sedation (ρ=-0.17) and analgesia (ρ=-0.08) were used. Furthermore, there was also no significant correlation between comfort and the mean dose of sedation (ρ=0.12), pethidine (ρ=0.02) and fentanyl (ρ=0.18) used. There was also no significant correlation between the proportion of examinations associated with significant discomfort and CIR (ρ=-0.20) and ADR (ρ=-0.11).

Scale reliability




Colonoscopy is the most important tool for the detection and prevention of CRC but has the potential to cause significant discomfort.  In the English bowel cancer screening programme, which predominantly employs a policy of conscious sedation or no sedation, Over 90% of 113,316 examinations were associated with no, minimal or mild discomfort. Previous studies of comfort during colonoscopy report wide ranging results with 2.3-54% being associated with significant pain or discomfort. ADDIN EN.CITE (125, 131) These studies however, are not directly comparable due to differences in case mix, depth of sedation and the use of different comfort scales.
One of the more striking findings in the present study was the wide variation between colonoscopists in the proportion of examinations associated with significant discomfort (0.8-23.9%). This was not explained by differences in medication practice suggesting that other factors, such as examination technique, may be more important determinants of comfort. Previous studies have shown that peaks of pain usually coincide with looping or straightening of the colonoscope shaft(29) which often relate to increases in the forces applied to the colonoscope. Korman et al found that the magnitude of these forces vary considerably between colonoscopists(132) and that these forces were higher in patients undergoing colonoscopy with deep sedation.(133) 
In the present study significant discomfort was more likely to occur in females, those with diverticular disease and those undergoing screening rather than surveillance examinations. Female gender and diverticular disease are well recognised predictors of increased discomfort, but we are unaware of previous studies reporting less discomfort during surveillance examinations. The reduced discomfort in surveillance examinations may reflect a patient selection bias or a favourable effect of the initial screening colonoscopy on tolerance during the follow up surveillance examination. 
Previous studies have found an inverse correlation between colonoscopists’ comfort ratings and CIR,(33) but the BCSS data do not support such a relationship. This may reflect a difference in the skill-set of the colonoscopists studied, as English BCSP colonoscopists have to pass a stringent accreditation process and undergo detailed monitoring. Furthermore, we could find no evidence of a relationship between comfort and ADR. 
Despite a reduction in the use of analgesia over time, the proportion of examinations associated with significant discomfort fell year on year. Significant discomfort also occurred less often than in the 3 years preceding the start of this study.(129) The reason for the reduction in discomfort over time is uncertain. It may reflect improvements in the quality of colonoscopic technique, as other measures of colonoscopy quality, such as ADR and CIR,(2) also improved. 
There are surprisingly few randomised controlled trials comparing the commonly used medication strategies during colonoscopy. Studies comparing agents of the same class generally report minimal differences, and (119) studies assessing the benefit of adding an opiate to intravenous sedation report conflicting outcomes. ADDIN EN.CITE (134, 135) Furthermore, one study comparing the use of an opiate versus midazolam found that patients given the opiate were less likely to have pain but there was no difference in willingness to undergo a repeat examination.(136) Dosing schedule may also influence the efficacy of medication. Terruzzi et al reported that patients tolerate colonoscopy better with ‘routine’ as oppose to ‘on demand’ dosing.(137) 
In the present study, medication-free colonoscopy was undertaken in approximately 1 in 20 patents, but a small number of endoscopists used this strategy in over 30% of examinations and its use increased year on year. Medication-free examinations are preferred by some patients as they are associated with less inconvenience than the use of intravenous sedatives and analgesics.  However, patient selection seems to be important with previous studies reporting acceptability ratings ranging from 56.2-99% and CIRs ranging between 81.6 - 99.6%. ADDIN EN.CITE (131, 138)
Entonox was used in 7.5% of colonoscopy examination and its use increased year on year. Studies comparing the use of Entonox versus sedation and opiate analgesia report conflicting outcomes. ADDIN EN.CITE (98, 117)  However, significant discomfort was no more likely in patients using Entonox alone (8.1%) than in those receiving intravenous sedation and analgesia (8.2%). Entonox has advantages associated with its rapid elimination such that patients are able to drive half an hour after use. Entonox use is likely to increase further in the UK as access to it is mandated in the national flexible sigmoidoscopy screening programme.(139) Medication use is influenced by many factors including patient’s choice, endoscopist choice and endoscopy unit policy. Medication is usually used prior to colonoscope insertion although it may also be used in response to discomfort. Given these potential biases, only limited comparisons can be made between the groups in such a study. However, patients using no medication were least likely to have significant discomfort whereas patients receiving a combination of intravenous sedation, opiate analgesia and Entonox were most likely to have significant discomfort. This data suggests that the medication needs of patients vary widely, with patients undergoing medication free colonoscopy being least likely to have significant discomfort whilst current drug combinations were frequently inadequate for many other patients.
Perhaps the most interesting finding in the present study was the lack of a relationship between individual colonoscopists’ medication practice and the comfort of their patients. There are a number of possible explanations. It may be that patients can reasonably predict their tolerance of colonoscopy and request an appropriate strategy. This may be influenced by endoscopists who recognise well established predictors of increased discomfort such as anxiety, gender or previous hysterectomy. Alternatively, it may be that medication use is less important than the other factors, such as insertion technique, in determining comfort during colonoscopy. 
Sedation-related adverse events were rare despite the widespread use of medication. Prescribing practice in the UK is influenced by the British Society of Gastroenterology guidelines on ‘Safety and Sedation during Endoscopic Procedures’ which recommend maximal doses for the commonly used medications.(110)  Within the present study the doses of medications administered to patients under and over 70 years were similar but it is worth noting that a significant minority of patients aged over 70 years were given doses of midazolam (8.9%), pethidine (15.2%) and fentanyl (25.1%) in excess of BSG recommendations. Interestingly, most of the patients requiring reversal agents were under the age of 70 years, and most of these did not receive medication doses in excess of BSG recommendations. 
This is the first report of a national colonoscopy programme to focus on comfort and sedation practice. A major strength of this study is the large number of examinations analysed and the multiple screening centres studied. Data were collected prospectively in a structured format and comfort was rated independently of colonoscopists. Therefore, the results of this study should be generalizable. 
A limitation of this, and indeed any study of patient comfort, is the paucity of validated or patient-derived measures of comfort. The correlation of discomfort with factors known to be associated with discomfort using different comfort scales suggests a degree of reliability to the MGCS. Furthermore, the MGCS is similar to the Nurse-Rated Comfort Level (NRCL) scale, which performed well during a limited validation study (appendix 1).(33) 
In the absence of a direct measure to validate comfort ratings we assessed the comfort ratings of different SSPs for individual colonoscopists, which were sometimes marked. A quarter of the colonoscopists had over a 12% difference between the lowest and highest rating SSP and in one instance the difference was as high as 34.8%. Some variation would be expected since SSPs were rating different procedures, but marked differences suggest that the nurses’ ‘frame of reference’ is variable. This term refers to their personal viewpoint, determined by their previous experience and training, by which they judge comfort. This study adds weight to the argument for development of well-validated measures of comfort.



























Nitrous oxide can improve patient experience during colonoscopy and its rapid elimination minimises after effects and inconvenience. Despite its advantages, nitrous oxide is used infrequently in the UK. We sought to understand the reasons for its low utilisation.
Methods
Colonoscopists within the English Bowel Cancer Screening Programme (BCSP) were invited to participate in a web-based survey assessing the availability, current practices and perceptions towards nitrous oxide. Respondents were able to select pre-defined answers or offer written responses. Free text responses were assessed using thematic analysis.
Results
The survey was completed by 68% of the English BCSP colonoscopists.  Nitrous oxide was available to 73% of respondents but with considerable regional variation. Most colonoscopists rated the properties of nitrous oxide favourably and would use it if they had a colonoscopy themselves. Despite this, nearly half used it in less than 20% of examinations. 80% instruct patients to use nitrous oxide as required and differences in how it was used in combination with intravenous sedation and analgesia were reported. Written responses suggest nitrous oxide is often used in the patients who are expected to have the least discomfort.
Conclusion
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Most patients undergoing colonoscopy in the UK receive medications to minimise distress.(2) Entonox® is a 50:50 combination of nitrous oxide and oxygen which has analgesic and sedative properties. It is administered through a demand valve, which minimises problems associated with over sedation. The precise mechanism by which nitrous oxide exerts its analgesic effects is uncertain, ADDIN EN.CITE (112) but these can be partially reversed by naloxone(114), suggesting that some of its effects are mediated via the opiate receptor.
The use of nitrous oxide is well established in obstetric and dental practice but has been introduced into colonoscopy relatively recently. Studies assessing the analgesic properties of Entonox® have conflicting outcome but it has advantages with regards to its rapid recovery time. Despite this, it was used in only 8.4% of colonoscopies during the UK national audit. The reasons for its low utilisation were not clear.







The survey was administered to BCSP colonoscopists using surveymonkey, a web-based survey programme(142). Colonoscopists within the English BCSP were sent a personalised e-mail to pre-notify them about the purpose of the survey, what would be required and how long this would take. Respondents were informed that they would be sent a copy of the survey results. A week later they were sent an e-mail with a web-link to the survey followed by a reminder e-mail a week prior to its closure.
Respondents were asked their role, experience, the NHS deanery in which they work and whether Entonox was available in their endoscopy unit. Further questions were then asked according to the availability of Entonox. (table 12 and 13) They were able to select from one or more pre-defined answers and offer a written response. Respondents were given the opportunity to make further comments at the end of the survey.
The study was approved by the English BCSP Research Committee.
Survey development and validation
The aims and objectives were agreed by the study investigators. These were to survey the availability, method of administration, whether and how it is combined with intravenous medications and to survey perceptions regarding its efficacy and barriers to its use.
Many measures were taken during the development of the survey to ensure validity. The survey was developed in several stages by experienced and expert colonoscopists, therefore ensuring content validity. After the objectives were agreed, a draft was written and reviewed to ensure the questions addressed the objectives of the study and there was no ambiguity in the wording. Questions that did not address the objectives of the study were removed to minimise the size of the survey and time for its completion, thereby increasing the likelihood of survey completion. 
The framing of questions was carefully considered during the design of the survey as the framing of questions (positive or negative) may be associated with cognitive bias. It has been suggested that this may be reduced by mixing the framing of questions.  This may also prevent respondents from answering in a standard and unvarying manner. However, framing questions in a varying manner may also be associated with bias as respondents may fail to notice the variation in framing and incorrectly respond, leading to unintended bias.(143) Taking these potential biases into account, survey questions were all framed in a positive manner. 
Respondents were asked their views regarding the usefulness, efficacy, safety, side effects and the influence of Entonox on time to discharge.  For this purpose a unipolar scale was used to grade responses, which ranged from ‘do not agree’ to ‘completely agree’. The alternative of a bipolar scale was considered to be less meaningful and open to more variation in interpretation. 
The survey was piloted on 10 colonoscopists, including consultant gastroenterologists and colorectal surgeons. Feedback was obtained regarding the wording and clarity of questions, following which no amendments were necessary. This process further ensured face validity.
Non-response bias was also considered in the design of the survey and the Cochrane collaboration recommendations to minimise non-response bias(144) were followed: a personalised invitation; pre notification of respondents; use of a white background; a short survey; stating a deadline for completion; a reminder e-mail and an offer of survey results were used in the design/administration of the survey to maximise response rates.
Although many of the questions had predictable responses, respondents were also given the option of offering free text responses. It was felt that this would further enrich knowledge relating to Entonox use. Free text responses were assessed using thematic analysis, which is a commonly used qualitative research method to identify and report patterns and themes.(145) Thematic analysis includes several steps: familiarisation, generating initial codes, searching for themes, reviewing themes, defining and naming themes and finally producing a report. During each of these stages the original free text responses were continuously reviewed, to ensure themes were reflective of the original data. The report used extracts to illustrate themes. Thematic analysis was used, as it is easy to perform and does not require the more detailed knowledge required of other techniques, such as conversational analysis and discourse analysis.(145)  
BCSP colonoscopists were chosen as the sample population although several alternatives were considered. Advertising the survey on the BSG website was not used since the absence of a personalised invitation may have reduced response rate. Furthermore, this would mainly be seen by gastroenterologists, rather than surgeons or nurse endoscopists, resulting in a selection bias. The Joint Advisory Group on Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (JAG) office was also contacted in an attempt to access the names and e-mail address of all English colonoscopists but the JAG office were unwilling to pass these on, although they did offer to send e-mail invitations on our behalf. This was declined as this would also have precluded personalise invitations and a reminder e-mail, which were considered important in achieving a high response rate. 
The option of contacting all endoscopy units to ask for the names and contact details of the endoscopy units was also considered. This option was unfeasible due to the large number of English units and anticipated difficulties in accessing contact details via a telephone consultation. 
Sampling BCSP colonoscopists also had advantages. Firstly, it ensured responses represented all regions of England and included Physicians, Surgeons and Nurse Endoscopists. It also allowed access to e-mail addresses, which permitted personalised invitations. Finally, it was felt that BCSP colonoscopists would be more likely to complete a survey in one of their areas of interest, thereby minimising non-response bias. 









Please estimate what proportion of your patients use Entonox?0-19%    2) 20-39%   3) 40-59%    4) 60-79%    5) 80-100% 
Which of the following best describes how Entonox is most often used in your practice?          It is used when patients are in pain despite intravenous sedation and analgesia Entonox is available from the start of colonoscopy and would be augmented by intravenous sedation/ analgesia where required          Other (please state)
How are your patients usually instructed to use Entonox? ContinuouslyAs requiredOther (please state)
Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the following statements:Entonox is useful during colonoscopyEntonox gives effective analgesia during colonoscopyEntonox is a safe option during colonoscopyEntonox has an acceptable frequency of side effectsPatients who use Entonox leave the endoscopy unit sooner
Would you use Entonox if you were to have a colonoscopy?YesNo





Why is Entonox not available in your unit?Practical difficulties introducing Entonox   Satisfaction with current analgesics and sedation   CostEntonox has not been considered Lack of efficacySide effects.Other (please state)
Would you consider introducing Entonox in your unit?YesNo











The e-mail address of 293/298 (98%) BCSP colonoscopists were obtained and invited to participate. These were e-mailed an invitation to complete. The survey was accessed by 208 (70%) and completed by 204 (68%).
154 physicians, 39 surgeons and 15 nurse endoscopists completed the survey. The length of independent practice varied from: 0-5 years (2.9%), 6-10 years (18.8%), 11-15 years (39.4%), 16 -20 years (23.6%) to 21+ years (15.4%). All English National Health Service (NHS) deaneries were represented. Entonox was available to the majority of respondents (152/204, 74.5%). There was variation in the availability according to the NHS deanery in which respondents were based, with it being available to all in some deaneries and a minority in others (figure 4).

Figure 4 - Number of respondents in each NHS deanery
47.3% of respondents used Entonox® during 0- 19% of procedures while 32% used it in 20-39%, 12.7% in 40-59%, 7.3% in 60-79% and 0.6% in 80-100% of examinations. Two did not respond and three indicated that despite Entonox® being available, they had not personally used it.
With regards to how Entonox is used, 24 (21.6%) respondents selected ‘It is used when patients are in pain despite intravenous sedation and analgesia’ and 87 (78.4%) selected ‘Entonox is available from the start of colonoscopy and would be augmented by intravenous sedation/analgesia where required’.
A frequent theme of written responses was the issue of combining Entonox with intravenous sedation and analgesia. Some combine these medications concurrently whereas others stated that they never combine them or do so only after a 5 minute ‘washout period’ following Entonox use.
Patient selection was also a theme of the free text responses. Some endoscopists mainly use Entonox in patients undergoing flexible sigmoidoscopy or referred for colonoscopy through the BCSP who they anticipate will have less discomfort. Other respondents stated that the patients expected to have significant discomfort are given intravenous sedation and analgesia ‘upfront’. High anxiety level was cited as a predictor of increased discomfort.
The majority of respondents indicated that Entonox is used ‘when in discomfort or pain’ (91.7%) rather than ‘continuously’ (8.3%). Endoscopists who instructed patients to use Entonox continuously used it in a similar proportion of procedures as those who advised patients to use it as required.
Free text responses were offered by 27 respondents. These revealed further variation in the instructions given to patients, such that some patients who use it as required are familiarised with the effects and technique of Entonox administration prior to colonoscopy. Other patients are asked to use Entonox throughout sigmoid insertion and then switched to as required use depending on their comfort. In addition some endoscopists prompt patients to use Entonox if a painful section is anticipated. Some respondents indicated that the instructions given are tailored according to how painful they anticipate the examination will be.
Respondents were asked to rate their level of agreement a series of statements about the usefulness, efficacy, safety, acceptability and influence on discharge time of Entonox. 151/152 respondents answered some and 150/152 answered all questions. The majority of respondents mostly or completely agreed with each of the statements. (See table 14)
	Do not agree (1)	Slightly agree (2)	Somewhat agree (3)	Mostly agree (4)	Completely agree (5)
‘Entonox is useful during colonoscopy’	2     (1.3%)	10  (6.6%)	14  (9.3%)	58 (38.4%)	67 (44.4%)
‘Entonox gives effective analgesia during colonoscopy’	2    (1.3%)	13  (8.6%)	41 (27.2%)	62 (41.1%)	33 (21.9%)
‘Entonox is a safe option during colonoscopy’	0        (0%)	2    (1.3%)	7    (4.6%)	49 (32.5%)	93 (61.6%)
‘Entonox has an acceptable frequency of side effects’	2     (1.3%)	3    (2.0%)	4    (2.7%)	52 (34.7%)	89 (59.3%)
‘Patients who use only Entonox leave the endoscopy unit sooner’	13   (8.7%)	1      (0.7%)	23 (15.3%)	43 (28.7%)	70 (46.7%)
 Table 14 - Agreement with statements regarding Entonox®. 

Respondents that administered Entonox to more than 20% of patients had higher levels of agreement with statement regarding the usefulness (median(range) = 5(2-5) vs. 4(1-5), p<0.0001), effectiveness (median(range) = 3(1-5) vs. 4(2-5), p=0.002) acceptability of the frequency of side effects (median(range) = 5(1-5) vs. 4(1-5), p=0.009) and its effect on discharge time (median(range) = 5(1-5) vs. 4(1-5), p=0.02) than those who administered it to less than 20% of patients. However, there was no significant difference between these groups in its perceived safety (median (range) = 5(2-5) vs. 5(3-5) p=0.238).
Most of the endoscopists indicated that they would use Entonox (112/150 (73.7%) vs. 38/152 (25.0%) if they had a colonoscopy themselves. Two did not offer a response. Respondents who used Entonox in more than 20% of procedures were more likely to state that they would use Entonox if they had a colonoscopy (63.4% vs. 83.5%, OR=2.9, 95% CI = 1.4-6.3, p=0.006).
The most common reason Entonox wasn’t available was ‘practical difficulties introducing Entonox’ 20 (48.8%) followed by ‘satisfaction with current analgesics and sedation’ 15 (36.6%), ‘Cost’ 7 (17.1%), ‘Entonox has not been considered’ 6 (14.6%), ‘lack of efficacy’ 2 (4.9%) and ‘side effects’ 1 (2.4%).
20 respondents gave free text responses which identified further barriers to the use of Entonox. These included: safety concerns for the staff related to the ventilation requirements in endoscopy rooms. Entonox was in the process of being approved or introduced in several endoscopy units, but there were delays while making a business case or awaiting directorate approval. The implementation of Bowelscope was cited as one of the precipitants for the introduction of Entonox.
Most colonoscopists for whom Entonox wasn’t available stated that they would consider introducing it into their unit 49 (94.2%) vs. 3 (5.8%).
Prior to survey completion 43 respondents wrote additional comments about Entonox. Respondents stated further reasons patients choose Entonox. These include wishing to avoid the restrictions caused by intravenous medication such as not being able to drive for 24 hours or not having any home support and wishing to avoid hospital admission. It was also suggested that some patients choose Entonox when they anticipate having little discomfort.
There were conflicting comments about the efficacy of Entonox. Some stated it was useless, unpredictable or not a good as trials suggest whilst others felt it was very useful, effective and what they preferred patients to use. Furthermore, some felt that Entonox was underused while others had concerns that it was being overly promoted by nursing staff due to the reduced time to discharge.





Many patients find colonoscopy an unpleasant procedure and a range of medications is available to improve patients’ experience. The processes and determinants of drug use during colonoscopy are not well studied, but are likely to include patient choice, endoscopist choice, endoscopy unit policy and patient experience during colonoscopy. The attitudes and priorities of patients towards sedation vary. For some, the priority is being pain free or unaware whereas others want a rapid recovery and discharge or to remain in control and view the examination.(31) The use of medication should therefore be tailored to meet the needs of the individual.   
Entonox® has been advocated for use during colonoscopy as it has a quick onset of action, rapid clearance and combined analgesic and sedative properties. This makes it well suited for the management of brief painful episodes, particularly for patients wishing to avoid the inconvenience associated with intravenous sedatives. Despite its favourable characteristics Entonox® is used in only a small proportion of colonoscopy examinations in the UK. We sought to understand the reasons for its low utilisation.
In the present study Entonox® was available to three quarters of respondents. Most of these perceived it to have favourable characteristics and three quarters would use it if they had a colonoscopy themselves. Despite this, nearly half used it in less than 20% of their examinations. The positive perceptions of Entonox® within colonoscopists are at odds with its low usage in clinical practice. The reasons for this are unclear. Potential determinants of Entonox® use may include patient choice, endoscopy unit policy and the preferences of the colonoscopist. The wide variation in Entonox® use suggests the relative contribution of these factors varies between units.
Patient choice was often cited as a factor which influenced the use of Entonox®. It was often used in patients wishing to avoid the inconvenience associated with sedation use. Patients receiving intravenous sedatives and opiates are generally told to avoid driving for 24 hours and to be with a responsible adult for the same period, whereas patients receiving Entonox® only have to refrain from driving for 30 minutes. This reduced inconvenience makes Entonox® an attractive option for many patients. Several respondents had not introduced Entonox® into their unit as they were satisfied with their current analgesics. 
Many respondents preferred to use intravenous medications rather than Entonox® in the patients expected to have most discomfort. This is in keeping with the BSG guidelines which suggest Entonox® may be best used during moderately painful procedures.(110) Although this statement implies that IV medications are more efficacious than Entonox®, a recent Cochrane review reported there were no clear differences between Entonox® and intravenous sedatives with regards to pain relief, but highlighted the need for further high quality studies.(123) However, the potency of Entonox® remains poorly defined,(122) and further studies are clearly indicated. 
Most respondents instruct patients to use Entonox® as required. Published studies have employed varied methods of administration. Some recommend continual use until the caecum is reached, ADDIN EN.CITE (98, 117) or until the sigmoid colon has being traversed.(120) Others recommend its use as required, either with or without pre-loading prior to intubation. ADDIN EN.CITE (99, 115) There are no comparative studies of different methods of administration in endoscopic practice, although Westling et al found continuous use to be more effective than as required use during vaginal delivery.(146)
The present study found marked variation between colonoscopists in how and whether Entonox® is combined with intravenous sedation and or opiate analgesia. Previous studies examining nitrous oxide use during colonoscopy vary as to whether it was combined with intravenous medications and whether it was used concurrently, ADDIN EN.CITE (116, 120) or after a washout period. ADDIN EN.CITE (98, 117) Dental studies report the combination to be safe and reduce the requirement for midazolam, shorten recovery times and improve patient cooperation.(147) Clinical studies to clarify the safety and efficacy of Entonox® as an adjunct to intravenous medication during colonoscopy would be of clinical value.
Prolonged Entonox® exposure can result in serious neurological and haematological side effects,(148) and there have been concerns about effects on fertility.(149) The UK Health and Safety Executive state the level of occupational exposure should not exceed 100ppm,(150) (time weighted average over 8 hours) but standards differ between countries. The Entonox® Summary of Product Characteristics suggests it should be administered in rooms with ‘ventilation and/or exchange systems set to the proper level’. Direct measurement of nitrous oxide concentration is possible, but it is more common to assess its safety by measuring adequacy of ventilation. This can be assessed by measuring air changes per hour (ac/hr). The minimum ac/hr necessary to maintain a concentration of nitrous oxide below 100ppm is not defined as it is dependent on the amount used. Some UK hospital guidelines suggest Entonox® can be safely administered in room having 5-6 ac/hr. This is considerably less than 15 ac/hr which is recommended by the UK Department of Health guidelines,(151) for all endoscopy rooms, regardless of Entonox® use.  Individual units must make an appropriate assessment of risk. 
This survey had a number of strengths and some limitations. Surveying rather than observing the practice of colonoscopists allowed this study to sample a large number of colonoscopists who were widely distributed. The survey obtained a good response and represented colonoscopists from all English NHS deaneries. The high response rate is likely to be a consequence of the measures taken to minimise no response bias, which are detailed in the methods.  
The survey was piloted on a 10 colonoscopists within Sheffield Teaching Hospitals. Respondents were asked if questions were clear, how long it took to complete and whether they had any difficulties in its completion. They were also asked if there were any topics which the survey did not cover. Following this feedback minor changes were made to the design of the survey.
The method of a surveys administration influence response rate (152). Studies comparing electronic versus postal questionnaires have conflicting outcomes, but suggest electronic versions have advantages over postal versions, in particular ease of completion and return. ADDIN EN.CITE (153)
We sampled only colonoscopists performing procedures within the English BCSP. Although this may reduce the extent to which the survey results could be generalised, it is likely that the practices within endoscopy units would be similar and we felt that sampling BCSP colonoscopists would have advantages. 
Although perceptions about Entonox are varied most agree that it is useful, has a good safety profile and reduces inconvenience for the patient. Many patients are able to undergo colonoscopy without intravenous medication but appropriate patient selection is important. The relative importance of comfort and convenience is also likely to vary between patients which should be considered when informing patients about the available medications. 
Endoscopists’ perceptions regarding the properties and usefulness of Entonox, which are generally positive, do not appear to explain the reasons for its low utilisation nationwide. Alternatively, it may relate to either the written or verbal information provided to patients particularly as its utilisation varies nationwide.
4.6 Conclusion


























Background and study aims
Entonox may be used to manage pain during colonoscopy but the optimal mode of administration is unknown. The aim of this study was to compare two methods of Entonox use.
Patients and methods
Patients attending for screening colonoscopy at a single centre were randomized to continuous or as required Entonox use. The primary outcome measure was the patient’s overall pain rating at the time of discharge (verbally-administered numerical ratings scale, 0=no pain and 10=extreme pain). Secondary outcome measures included the experience of pain (rated every 2 minutes), side effects and the need for intravenous medications.
Results 
108 patients were randomised and 100 completed the study (46 continuous, 54 as required). The overall pain scores did not differ between those who used Entonox continuously and as required (mean = 2.4 vs. 3.2, p=0.08). There were also no differences in the experience of pain (mean = 1.8 vs. 2.2, p=0.28, peak = 4.2 vs. 4.8, p=0.26 and area under curve = 23 vs. 30, p=0.24). 7/100 patients required rescue intravenous medication. Patients with high anxiety had greater overall pain scores (mean = 3.7 vs. 2.4, p=0.03).
Light headedness was the only side effect which occurred more often with continuous Entonox use (48% vs. 21%, p=0.009). 
Conclusion
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Unfortunately many patients experience pain during colonoscopy. Minimising pain is important for humane reasons and also influences patient satisfaction(30) and willingness to undergo a repeat examination.(154) 
Several medications are available to improve patient experience and tolerance of colonoscopy but patients’ requirements vary widely. Most Patients in the UK receive a combination of Intravenous sedation and analgesia and a minority use Entonox either alone or in combination with sedation and analgesia. 
Studies assessing the efficacy of Entonox during colonoscopy report conflicting outcomes with some finding it provides equivalent analgesia to Propofol,(155) while others report it is no better than placebo.(99) The reasons for these differences are uncertain but the method of administration has varied between published studies, with it being administered either 1) continuously ADDIN EN.CITE (98, 117) 2) continuously during insertion through the sigmoid colon then as required(120) 3) patients are pre-loaded prior to intubation then use it as required(115) or 4) as required(99). We have also reported that the method of Entonox administration varies in routine practice with over 90% administering it as required.(139) Continuous Entonox use may be expected to increase analgesic efficacy as a consequence of a higher blood nitrous oxide concentration and possibly reduced pain sensitisation; a process whereby pain is experienced more intensely following an initial episode due to modulation of pain pathways.(156) We assessed whether the method of Entonox administration influences its efficacy and therefore some of the variation in outcomes between studies.





We performed an open, parallel design study whereby patients were randomised to receive Entonox® either as-required or continuously.
Null hypothesis
Continuous administration of Entonox® during colonoscopy gives no better analgesia than the as required method.
Alternative hypothesis
Continuous administration of Entonox® during colonoscopy gives better analgesia than the ‘as required’ method.
Study population
Patients referred for a screening colonoscopy, following a positive faecal occult blood (FOB) within the South Yorkshire and Bassetlaw hub of the English Bowel Cancer Screening Programme (BCSP), were invited to participate. Colonoscopy examinations were performed at the Northern General Hospital, Sheffield, between January 2013 and April 2014. Patients wishing to use Entonox were considered for inclusion. Patients requesting intravenous sedation or analgesia from the start of the examination, those with contraindications to Entonox use,(157) previous colonic surgery or a cardiac pacemaker (as this would preclude the use of a magnetic endoscopic imaging (MEI) device) were excluded.
Randomisation
Patients were randomised in a 1:1 ratio to either ‘continuous use’ (CU) or ‘as required use’ (ARU). A medical secretary, with no other involvement in the study, used the website www.random.org (​http:​/​​/​www.random.org​) to generate a randomisation sequence for each colonoscopist. These were stored in opaque sealed envelopes. After confirmation of consent, envelopes were opened to reveal the method of Entonox use. 
Study protocol
Entonox was administered via a mouthpiece regulator activated by inhalation. Patients randomised to CU were asked to inhale Entonox with each breath for 1 minute prior to and during colonoscope insertion. Patients allocated to as ARU were asked to inhale Entonox if they experienced discomfort or pain. Endoscopist also prompted use of Entonox if peaks of pain were anticipated.   
Colonoscopy examinations were performed by three experienced BCSP accredited colonoscopists using Olympus CF-260 colonoscopes with an MEI device. All patients were given intravenous hyoscine butylbromide immediately prior to colonoscopy. Patients who were in pain, despite the use of Entonox® and endoscopic manoeuvres to reduce pain, were offered alternative analgesia and/or sedation. 
The patient’s age, gender and body mass index (BMI) were recorded and patients were asked to complete a Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale prior to colonoscopy (HADS)(158). Patients had their oxygen saturations monitored during colonoscopy but did not receive supplemental oxygen unless given rescue intravenous medications.
Evaluation of pain severity and development
The validated tools to assess pain during colonoscopy are endoscopist or nurse rated rather than patient rated. A questionnaire was therefore developed. Visual analogue scales (VAS) are widely used for the assessment of pain and are easy for patients to understand. However, most previous studies had examined the recollection of pain but the present study also examined the experience of pain during colonoscopy. Therefore, a visual analogue scales (VAS) was considered impractical as it would have required the use of a pencil and paper. Instead, a 10-point verbally administered numerical ratings scale (VA-NRS) was employed, which allowed patients to vocalise their rating and they are reported to correlate highly with VAS in the assessment of acute pain (r=0.94).(159) A VA-NRS had been used to assess the experience and recollection of pain during a previous colonoscopy study. 
Prior to colonoscopy patients were asked: 
‘Between 0 and 10, with 0 being no pain and 10 being extreme pain, what is your current level of pain?’
‘Between 0 and 10, with 0 being no pain and 10 being extreme pain, how painful do you think the colonoscopy will be?’
Every 2 minutes during the examination patients were asked:
‘Between 0 and 10, with 0 being no pain and 10 being extreme pain, on average how much pain have you had over the last 2 minutes?’
Immediately prior to discharge and 1-3 days following colonoscopy patients rated pain, overall satisfaction and willingness to undergo a repeat examination:
‘Between 0 and 10, with 0 being no pain and 10 being extreme pain, on average how much pain did you have during the colonoscopy?’
‘Overall, between 0 and 10, with 0 being not satisfied at all and 10 being completely satisfied, how satisfied are you with your colonoscopy’
‘Between 0 and 10, with 0 being not willing at all and 10 being completely willing, how willing would you be to have a repeat procedure?’
The endoscopist and SSP independently rated the overall level of pain (0 = no pain to 10 = extreme pain) immediately following colonoscopy and the endoscopist also rated the technical difficulty of the examination (0=very easy to 10 = extremely difficult).
The SSP also rated patient comfort on the 5 point Modified Gloucester Comfort Scale (MGCS) which is used as standard in the English BCSP (Table 15).





No                  	resting comfortably throughout
Minimal	One or two episodes of mild discomfort, well tolerated
Mild	More than two episodes of discomfort, adequately tolerated
Moderate	Significant discomfort, experienced several times during the procedure
Severe	Extreme discomfort, experienced frequently during the procedure

Table 15 – Modified Gloucester comfort scale

Assessment of side effects
Following colonoscopy patients were asked if they experienced: nausea, headache, light headedness or dizziness, dry mouth or paraesthesia. The clinician rated whether the patient had shown signs of dysphoria. The severity of side effects was assessed according to whether the patient stopped Entonox use. Adverse physiological changes, including episodes of oxygen de-saturation (SaO2 <90%), hypotension, (blood pressure <90/50 mmHg) and bradycardia (pulse<50) were noted.
Study endpoints
The primary endpoint was the patient’s overall pain rating prior to discharge. Secondary outcome measures included: the mean, peak and sum of all (area under curve) pain ratings during colonoscopy, patient satisfaction, willingness to undergo a repeat examination, side effects and need for additional medications. Procedural timings were also noted as well as gender, anxiety level and whether the patient had undergone a previous examination. 
Power calculation and statistical analysis
With a power (1-β) of 80% and a significance level of 5%, we determined that 198 patients were required to detect a 1 point difference on the 10 point numerical ratings scale, in keeping with the Entonox study by Forbes et al.(117) This assumed a standard deviation of 2.5, as reported in a previous study which assessed comfort during colonoscopy on a NRS.(104) An interim analysis was planned after 100 patients to assess the futility of further recruitment based on whether there were clinically significant differences between the two groups (1 point on a 10-point pain rating scale).
Baseline and procedural characteristics were summarised. Continuous and categorical data were compared using a two-tailed t test and chi-squared test respectively. Correlations were assessed using Spearman’s correlation coefficient and interpreted as very high (+/-0.9-1.0), high (+/- 0.7-0.9), moderate (+/- 0.5-0.7), low (+/- 0.3-0.5) and no/negligible (+/-0-0.3).(130)  The agreement between observers was assessed using the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) and interpreted as poor (0-0.29), fair (0.3-0.49), moderate (0.5-0.69), strong (0.7-0.79) and almost perfect (>0.8). A two-tailed p value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS version 20 (IBM Corp).

Approvals received
The BCSP Research Committee approved that the study could be conducted within the BCSP in December 2011. The Leeds West Research Ethics Committee (REC), Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Authority (MHRA) and the STH research and Development (R & D) department  approval the study.




159 patients were screened, 51 were excluded and the outcomes of 100 patients were analysed (figure 5). The study ceased recruitment after the interim analysis of 100 patients found no clinically or statistically significant differences in the primary outcome measure.

Figure 5 - Patient flow diagram
The demographics and endoscopic findings were similar in both groups (table 16). The caecal intubation rate was 98% with both strategies and the mean (SD) intubation time were also comparable (CU 12.0 (8.7) min vs. ARU 10.4(6.4) min, p=0.31).
15/54(27.7%) patients in the ARU group did not use Entonox at all while 4/46(8.7%) patients in the CU group reverted to ARU due to side effects. 

	Continuous	As required	p value
Age - mean(SD)	66.7 (4.1)	66.5 (4.6)	0.86
BMI - mean (SD)	27.8 (5.2)	29.0 (6.1)	0.32
HADS - mean (SD)	5.8 (4.5)	4.5 (3.8)	0.18
Anticipated pain - mean (SD)	4.5 (2.3)	4.3 (2.0)	0.57
Difficulty of examination - mean (SD)*	5.2 (2.1)	4.8 (2.1)	0.38
Previous colonoscopy - n (%)	12 (26.1)	12 (22.2)	0.65
Diverticulosis – n (%)	18 (39.1)	25 (46.3)	0.59
CO2 use	5 (10.8)	12 (22.2)	0.13
Table 16 – Demographic and procedural characteristics.
* (0= Very easy and 10= extremely difficult)

Pain ratings






	Method of Entonox use	p value
	As required use - mean (SD)	Continuous use - mean (SD)	
Patients’ pain ratingsMeanPeakArea under curvePrior to discharge1-3 days later*	2.2 (1.9)4.8 (2.8)29.6 (27)3.2 (2.1)3.0 (2.0)	1.8 (1.8)4.2 (2.9)22.8 (29)2.4 (2.2)2.4(2.3)	0.280.260.240.080.18
Endoscopists’ ratings	2.9 (2.0)	3.0 (1.8)	0.78
SSPs’ ratings	2.7 (2.0)	2.7 (1.9)	0.90
Table 17 - Pain ratings with each treatment strategy





Figure 6 - Mean (95% CI) pain ratings every 2 minutes during colonoscope insertion

Patients with a HADS score ≥8 anticipated higher levels of pain (mean (SD) = 5.4 vs. 3.8, p=0.02). Patients with a HADS score of ≥8 reported higher pain ratings than those with a score <8 during colonoscopy (mean score (SD) = 2.8 (2.2) vs. 1.6 (1.7), p=0.03, peak score = 5.9 (2.5) vs. 4.1 (2.9), p=0.02), and at the time of discharge (mean score (SD) = 3.7 (2.3) vs 2.4 (2.1), p=0.03). Patients with a HADS score ≥8 were also rated as having more pain by the endoscopists (mean (SD) 3.9 (2.1) vs 2.6 (1.8), p=0.01) and the SSP (mean (SD) = 3.8 (2.4) vs 2.3 (1.7), p=0.007). 
Patients with a HADS score <8 who were randomised to CU rather than ARU reported lower overall pain ratings (mean (SD) 1.7 (1.9) vs. 2.9 (2.2), p=0.03) but this was not the case in those with a HADS score ≥8 (Mean (SD) = 4.0 (2.5) vs. 3.3 (2.0), p=0.54 - figure 7). Patients with a HADS <8 who were randomised to ARU were less likely to use Entonox although this fell short of statistical significance (64% vs. 100%, p=0.06).
The overall pain score was similar in males and females at the time of discharge (Mean (SD) = 2.6 (2.1) vs. 3.4 (2.3), p=0.11) and during colonoscopy (mean (SD) =1.9 (1.7) vs. 2.3 (2.1), p=0.36) although there was a trend towards higher peak pain ratings in females (mean (SD) = 5.4 (2.9) vs. 4.2 (2.8), p=0.07). Overall pain scores were similar in patients with and without diverticulosis and in those who had a previous colonoscopy examination and those who had not.
Correlations
There was a very high correlation between the patients overall pain rating prior to discharge and their rating 1-3 days later (r=0.96). There was also a high correlation between the patients overall pain rating prior to discharge and their mean rating (r=0.90), peak rating (r=0.86) and the AUC (r=0.83) while there was a moderate correlation with the pain rating during retroversion (r=0.54).
There was no correlation between the patients overall pain rating prior to discharge and the patients anticipated level of pain (r=0.12) or their baseline level of pain (r=0.19).  There was also no 


Figure 7- Pain ratings in patients with low and high anxiety scores

correlation between patients overall pain rating and their satisfaction (r=0.28) but there was a low correlation with their willingness to undergo a repeat examination (r=0.40). 
The technical difficulty of colonoscopy did not correlate with the patients overall pain ratings (r=0.27) or that of the SSPs (r=0.28). However, there was an association between the endoscopists rating of technical difficulty and the endoscopists overall pain rating (r=0.38).  
Using the VA-NRS there was almost perfect agreement between the patients and the SSPs and endoscopists overall pain, with ICCs of 0.86 (95% CI 0.79-0.91, p<0.0001) and 0.88 (95% CI 0.82-0.92, p<0.0001) respectively. There were lower levels of agreement between the comfort ratings using the MGCS and the nurses (ICC=0.69, 95% CI 0.53-0.79, p<0.0001), endoscopists (ICC=0.66, 95% CI 0.50-0.77, p<0.0001) and patients (ICC=0.58, 95% CI 0.38-0.72, p<0.0001) overall pain rating on the VA-NRS.
The proportion of patients given rescue intravenous medication did not differ between treatment strategies (CU 4/46 vs. ARU 3/54, p=0.54).  Light headedness occurred more frequently in the as required group but there were no significant differences in other side effects (table 18).

Side effect	Continuous	As required*	OR (95% CI)	p Value
Nausea (%)	3/46 (6.5)	3/39 (7.7)	1.2 (0.2-6.2)	0.83
Headache (%)	0/46 (0)	0/39 (0)	n/a	1.0
Dysphoria (%)	3/46 (6.5)	0/39 (0)	n/a	0.1
Light-headedness (%)	22/46 (47.8)	8/39 (20.5)	3.5 (1.3-9.4)	0.009
Dry mouth (%)	39/46 (84.7)	34/39 (87.2)	1.1 (0.3-4.3)	0.75
Paraesthesia (%)	3/46 (6.5)	1/39 (2.6)	2.7 (0.3-26.6)	0.39
Table 18: Frequency of side effects with each method of Entonox use
* Only 39 of 51 patients allocated to the as required group used any Entonox.

4 of 46 patients who were randomised to CU reverted to ARU due to side effects. 3 stopped due to light headedness and 1 due to dysphoria. 3 of 54 patients in the ARU group also stopped Entonox use due to side effects; 2 due to light headedness and 1 because of a dry mouth.
2 patients who used Entonox continuously transiently dropped their blood oxygen saturations below 90%. 1 patient who used Entonox as required had a transient episode of hypotension (systolic <90mmhg). There was no difference in the mean (SD) time to discharge between CU and ARU (41(17) min vs. 40(15) min, p=0.9).




Entonox is one of a range of medications that may be used to manage pain during colonoscopy. It has advantages compared to intravenous medications associated with its rapid elimination, such that patients are fit for discharge sooner and able to drive 30 minutes after use. The efficacy of Entonox, however, is not well defined and there are conflicting outcomes between studies. ADDIN EN.CITE (99, 155) The reason for this is unclear but the method of Entonox administration has varied between studies.  Some have instructed patients to use it continuously and others as required.  Use in routine practice is also variable but it is most often used as required.(139) Obstetric studies have reported an advantage to continuous Entonox use, but there have been no equivalent studies during colonoscopy. The dosing schedule of intravenous agents during colonoscopy has also been reported to influence their efficacy, with ‘routine’ rather than ‘on demand’ dosing being more effective.(137) 
In the present study we found that the method of Entonox administration made no difference to the overall pain ratings. However, continuous use was associated with a trend towards lower pain ratings at many time points during colonoscope insertion. These differences may reflect a better analgesic effect of continuous use, although it should be noted that significant differences were only present for brief periods in those with prolonged insertion times. Given that differences were only identified on subgroup analysis, which are inherently susceptible to bias,(160) it is perhaps unsurprising that there were no differences in the overall pain ratings. The lack of an overall difference may reflect the endoscopists giving appropriate prompts for as required use, since peaks of pain are often predictable and usually coincide with the formation and resolution of colonoscope loops.(29)  Alternatively, the act of inhaling Entonox, which is common to both groups, may distract patients, adding to the placebo effect and minimising differences between the groups.(161)  
Patients with higher anxiety levels reported higher pain levels regardless of the mode of administration of Entonox. Many previous studies have also reported that patients with an increased anxiety level experience more pain during colonoscopy. ADDIN EN.CITE (102, 104) Identifying patients who are most likely to report significant amounts of pain, with simple tools such as the HADS scale, would allow more potent medications to be targeted on those who need it most. 
Continuous Entonox use was also found to be superior in the patients with low anxiety ratings (mean score 1.6 vs. 2.7, p=0.03). The reason why a difference was limited to patients with low anxiety levels is not clear. It may be that the higher pain ratings in those with high anxiety levels prompted proportionately more Entonox use which reduced any potential difference between continuous use and as required use. Conversely, the lower pain ratings seen in patients with low anxiety levels may not have been of sufficient magnitude to trigger Entonox use, even though it may have been of value.
It is worth noting that over a quarter of the patients randomised to ARU did not use any Entonox and many of the patients who were randomised to as required use only used a small amount of Entonox although the amounts used were not formally measured. In addition, only 7% required rescue intravenous medication, and this did not differ between groups (CU=4 and ARU =3). Previous studies report that 0-26.8% of patients are given intravenous medication after commencing with Entonox alone. ADDIN EN.CITE (98, 99, 117, 120, 155) The reason for the variation between studies is unclear but may relate to differences in case-mix, endoscopic technique or the threshold at which medication is administered. It should be noted that only a minority of the patients screened were excluded due to a preference for intravenous sedation use and therefore our results should remain applicable to a wider screening population.  
Entonox is widely considered to be safe but transient side effects are well described. The frequency of side effects observed in the present study was broadly similar to previous reports of Entonox use.(162) Not surprisingly patients using Entonox continuously were more likely to feel light-headed (48% vs. 21%) and only occasionally converted to ‘as required’ use as a consequence. Dysphoria occurred in 3(6.5%) patients who used Entonox continuously but not at all in those randomised to ARU but this difference did not reach statistical significance. There were no significant differences in the other side effects. Over 80% of patients had a dry mouth with both methods of administration, which is perhaps unsurprising as it also occurs in association with the bowel preparation and the administration of hyoscine butylbromide. Hypoxemia occurred in 2 patients, which may appear counterintuitive in a formulation which includes 50% oxygen but this is well recognised, rapidly reversible and commonly attributed to the process of diffusion hypoxia.(163) 
Patient satisfaction and willingness to undergo a repeat examination were high in both groups and perhaps surprisingly showed no association with pain ratings. This may be a consequence of factors unrelated to the technical performance of colonoscopy such as good communication, explanation and short waiting times, which are known to influence these outcomes.(164)
The experience of pain is enormously subjective and the global measurement of pain during colonoscopy is difficult due to the large variation in severity over time. The present study however, found a high correlation between patients’ experience and recollection of pain as well as strong agreement between observers. We believe this may be a consequence of repeatedly assessing pain during colonoscopy which may have calibrated the patients overall rating. Although this process may have biased the clinicians’ ratings it is usual practice for colonoscopists to continually monitor and be aware of patient comfort.
This study has a number has a number of limitations. The patients were asymptomatic and the demographics were limited as recruitment was from the Bowel Cancer Screening Programme. Furthermore, examinations were performed by accredited screening colonoscopists who are expected to be proficient in scope handling and effectively manage colonoscope loops. A limited cohort was studied to minimise confounding co-variables and therefore make treatment differences more apparent although this may limit the extent to which the study results can be generalised. It was also not feasible to blind the patient or study investigators to the method of Entonox administration. Finally, the amount of Entonox used during colonoscopy was not quantified but the instructions for Entonox use were representative of routine practice.(139)  This study suggests that differences in the method of Entonox administration in previous studies are unlikely to be a significant factor in explaining conflicting outcomes. Further studies to clarify the relative effectiveness of Entonox against the other commonly used medications are indicated.
5.6 Conclusion







































Moviprep®, a low volume polyethylene glycol (PEG) solution plus ascorbic acid, and standard volume PEG solutions are commonly used as bowel preparation prior to colonoscopy. The study aimed to compare the real life outcomes of these two solutions prior to screening colonoscopy.
Methods 
150 consecutive patients attending for a screening colonoscopy were asked to rate acceptability, side effects and willingness to repeat their bowel preparation. This occurred during a switch over from a standard volume PEG solution to Moviprep®. Bowel cleanliness was rated using the Ottawa scale.
Results
Patients taking Moviprep® were more adherent (73/75 vs. 65/75, p=0.02) and judged taste as  unacceptable less often (22/75 vs. 37/75, p=0.01). However, patients taking the standard volume preparation who were scheduled to have a morning colonoscopy were more likely to have cleanliness of the right colon rated as good or excellent (9/60 vs. 19/60 p=0.04). Patients scheduled for an afternoon, rather than morning examination, were more likely to have bowel cleanliness rated as good or excellent with both solutions.
Conclusion
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Colonoscopy is the gold standard investigation for patients with colonic symptoms and is an effective method in screening for colorectal cancer. However, the benefits of colonoscopy are reduced in the presence of poor bowel cleanliness. Unfortunately, suboptimal bowel preparation is common. A recent UK national audit reported poor bowel preparation was present in 11.8% of patients and was responsible for 22% of incomplete colonoscopy examinations.(2) 
PEG based solutions are widely used to cleanse the bowel prior to colonoscopy and work primarily by the mechanical effects of lavage. These solutions are combined with electrolytes and diluted in water and considered to be safe. However, many patients struggle with the taste and volume of the standard 4 litre PEG preparations due to which low volume PEG solutions have evolved. Moviprep® (Norgine Pharmaceuticals) was developed as a lower volume PEG solution that contains ascorbic acid which acts as an osmotic laxative and also modifies the taste. 








The study and associated documents were registered and approved as a Service Evaluation by the Sheffield Teaching Hospitals Clinical Effectiveness Unit (project number 4741). 
Study population
Patients found to have a positive faecal occult blood (FOB) test referred for colonoscopy within the SYB BCSP between 7th October 2012 and 14th December 2012. 
Study procedures
Consecutive patients listed for outpatient colonoscopy from four hospital sites were asked to participate in a service evaluation. Patient experience, adherence and efficacy of bowel preparation were assessed during a trial change-over in bowel preparation from the Kleanprep® to Moviprep®. Prior to colonoscopy the BCSP Specialist Screening Practitioner (SSP) stressed the importance of adherence to bowel preparations with an explanation that incomplete consumption may result in missed lesions or necessitate a repeat examination. 
All patients were asked to consume a ‘low residue’ diet in the 2 days prior to colonoscopy and this was supplemented by an information sheet. Patients were also asked to stop taking iron preparations and opiates where possible. 
Both bowel preparations were given according to the manufacturer’s instructions (see appendix 1). All patient scheduled for a morning colonoscopy were asked to take their bowel preparation on the day prior to colonoscopy, whereas patients scheduled for an afternoon colonoscopy were asked to take their bowel preparation over two days with the first half being consumed on the evening prior and the second half on the morning of colonoscopy, referred to as ‘split dosing’. Colonoscopies were performed by seven BCSP colonoscopists, all with experience of over 2000 colonoscopies.

Outcome measures and survey development
Bowel cleanliness was rated using the Ottawa scale, (appendix 2) which is a previously validated and extensively used bowel preparation scale.(69) This assesses the adequacy of bowel cleanliness in three bowel segments and quantifies the amount of cleansing required to make views adequate. Other available scales, such as the Boston Bowel preparation scale, assess bowel cleanliness after cleansing by the endoscopist and do not take account of the efforts required to achieve this. Endoscopists and SSPs were familiarised with and used the Ottawa scale over a two-week period prior to commencement of the study. The endoscopist and attending SSP agreed a rating after each procedure. Colonoscopy examinations were digitally recorded.  A random cohort of 15 examinations was later viewed and the bowel preparation was graded to assess the reliability and validity of the scale. 
Comparisons were made according to the proportion of patients with bowel cleanliness ratings of good or better. This was chosen in preference to comparing the distribution of bowel cleanliness ratings, as it has greater clinical relevance. This is also in keeping with previous bowel preparation studies. 
The survey to assess patients’ experience with each bowel preparation was developed by the study investigators, which included experienced and expert endoscopists. This ensured content validity. There are no validated scales to assess patient experience with bowel preparations, but previous studies had assessed the acceptability of taste, volume, side effects, effect on planned activities and overall experience. A 5-point Likert scale, ranging from completely unacceptable to completely acceptable, was used to assess these domains. A Likert scale was used as these are easy to complete and widely used to survey opinions. A potential disadvantage of Likert scales is central tendency bias whereby respondents avoid extreme responses. On the other hand, the option of a neutral response means that respondents are not forced into offering a positive or negative response when they feel indifferent. 
To provide face validity feedback was sought from a group of SSPs who reviewed the survey. Following this, minor changes were made to the wording of questions. 
Patients rated the severity of side effects including: bloating, abdominal cramps, nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, sleep disturbance and headache. These domains are also commonly assessed in bowel preparation studies. A unipolar scale was considered most appropriate for this purpose and the descriptors; absent, mild, moderate or severe were employed.  
Patients also rated their willingness to repeat the same bowel preparation by stating their agreement with: ‘I would be willing to repeat the same bowel preparation if I required a colonoscopy in the future’ on a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from completely agree to completely disagree. 
The interval between completion of bowel preparation and the start of the colonoscopy, examination during a morning or afternoon list, age, body mass index (BMI), the consumption of constipating medications and the amount of bowel preparation consumed were also noted.
Statistical methods






During the study period 194 patients were referred for screening colonoscopy. 44 were excluded from the analysis: 2 did not wish to take part in the evaluation, 26 failed to return the questionnaire, 6 had an incomplete colonoscopy (none due to inadequate bowel cleanliness), 4 had undergone colonic surgery, 1 required inpatient preparation and 2 were identified as requiring augmented preparation prior to colonoscopy. A similar number of these patients were excluded in the Moviprep® and Kleanprep® groups. A further 3 patients were excluded as they were unable to consume the bowel preparation. Of these, 2 patients were unable to consume Kleanprep® and 1 patient followed the instructions for Moviprep® incorrectly (consumed a day early).
The demographics and procedural times were similar in each group (table 19). The interval between completion of bowel preparation and colonoscopy was longer in morning than afternoon lists (mean (SD) = 13.2 (1.7) vs. 6.4 (2.9) hours, P<0.0001). The interval between completion of preparation and colonoscopy in patients scheduled to have a morning colonoscopy was shorter in those who took Moviprep (mean (SD) =12.7 (1.2) vs. 13.7 (1.9) hours, p=0.002). But there was no difference in the time intervals between preparations in the patients scheduled to have an afternoon colonoscopy. 
Bowel cleanliness
Five patients had inadequate bowel cleanliness, four of whom had taken Moviprep®. All were booked for further investigation.
Patients who had taken Kleanprep® had bowel cleanliness rated as good or excellent more often in the right colon (29/75 (39%) vs. 18/75 (24%), odds ratio (OR)=2.0, 95% confidence interval (CI)=0.98 - 4.0, p=0.053), mid colon (37/75 (49%) vs. 31/75 (41%), OR=1.4, 95% CI=0.73 - 2.63, p=0.33) and recto-sigmoid (40/75 (53%) vs. 31/75 (41%), OR=1.6, 95% CI=0.85 - 3.1, p=0.14) but this failed to reach conventional statistical significance (figure 8). There were no significant differences in the proportion of patients achieving bowel cleanliness rated as fair or better in the right colon (54/75 (72%) vs. 48/75 (64%), OR=1.4, 95% CI=0.73 - 2.88, p=0.29) mid colon (62/75 (83%) vs. 61/75 (81%), OR=1.1, 95% CI=0.48 - 2.52, p=0.83) or recto-sigmoid (65/75 (87%) vs. 67/75 (89%), OR=0.78, 95% CI=0.29 - 2.1,  p=0.62). Sub-group analysis however, revealed that patients taking Kleanprep® were more likely to have bowel cleanliness of the right colon rated as good or excellent during colonoscopy scheduled in the morning (19/60 (31.6%) vs. 9/60 (15%), OR=2.62, 95% CI=1.07 - 6.41, p=0.04). 

Descriptor	Moviprep®	Kleanprep®	P value
Age (mean and range)	68.1 (60-74)	67.8 (60-74)	0.75
Gender	46 male29 female	43 male32 female	0.74
BMI (kg/m2) (mean and range)	28.8 (18-41)	29.6 (20-49)	0.39
Previous colonoscopy	9/75 (12%)	7/75 (9%)	0.79
Morning list	60 patients	60 patients	1
Afternoon list	15 patients	15 patients	1
Constipating medications	15 patients	22 patients	0.18

Table 19 - Demographic details of patients receiving Moviprep® and Kleanprep®.
 
The proportion of patients with bowel cleanliness rated as good or excellent was greater in patients scheduled for an afternoon colonoscopy than those scheduled for a morning colonoscopy in all colonic segments irrespective of the bowel preparation taken (see table 20). However, when comparisons were made between the proportions of patients with bowel cleanliness rated as fair or better this difference disappeared.  
There was moderate agreement between the bowel cleanliness ratings given at the time of the colonoscopy and the study investigators and between the study investigators following colonoscopy (ICC = 0.68 and 0.63).

Figure 8- Frequency of good bowel cleanliness in each colonic segment

Adherence and patient experience.
All 150 patients consumed >75% of the prescribed preparation but a higher proportion of the patients taking Moviprep® consumed all the preparation (73/75 (97%) vs. 65/75 (87%), OR=5.6, 95% CI=1.18 - 16.2, p=0.02). 
There were no significant differences in the proportion of patients rating each domain of patient experience as unacceptable apart from taste (table 21). There was also no significant difference in the frequency of significant side effects between the two preparations (table 22). 

Bowel Preparation	Bowel segment	Morning list	Afternoon list	Odds ratio (95% CI)	P value
Kleanprep®	Right colon	19/60 (32%)	10/15 (67%)	4.3 (1.3 - 14.4)	0.01
	Mid colon	25/60 (42%)	12/15 (80%)	5.6 (1.4 - 21.9)	0.01
	Recto-sigmoid	28/60 (47%)	12/15 (80%)	4.6 (1.2 - 17.9)	0.02
Moviprep®	Right colon	9/60 (15%)	9/15 (60%)	8.5 (2.4 -29.8)	<0.001
	Mid colon	21/60 (35%)	10/15 (67%)	3.7 (1.1 - 12.3)	0.03
	Recto-sigmoid	20/60 (33%)	11/15 (73%)	5.5 (1.6 - 19.5)	0.005

Table 20 - Number of patients with bowel cleanliness rated as good or better. Comparisons were made with Fishers exact test.

Domain	Moviprep®Median (range)	Kleanprep®Median (range)	P value
Taste	2 (1-5)	3 (1-5)	0.01
Volume	3 (1-5)	3 (1-5)	0.23
Side effects	3 (1-5)	3 (1-5)	0.88
Effect on planned activities	3 (1-5)	3 (1-5)	0.65
Overall experience	3 (1-5)	3 (1-5)	0.27

Table 21 – Patients’ acceptability ratings (1= completely acceptable, 5 = completely unacceptable) with each bowel preparation. Comparisons made with Mann-Whitney U test. 


Side effect	Moviprep® (%)	Kleanprep® (%)	Odds Ratio (95% CI)	P value
Bloating	5/75 (6.6)	4/75 (5.3)	0.79 (0.2 - 3.1)	1.0
Abdominal cramps	3/75 (4)	6/75 (8)	2.09 (0.5 - 8.6)	0.3
Nausea	8/75 (10.7)	8/75 (10.7)	1 (0.4 - 2.9)	1.0
Vomiting	1/75 (1.3)	6/75 (8)	6.4 (0.8 - 54.8)	0.053
Abdominal pain	4/75 (5.3)	6/75 (8)	1.5 (0.4 - 5.7)	0.5
Sleep	5/75 (6.6)	12/75 (16)	2.7 (0.9 - 8.0)	0.07
Headache	6/75 (8)	8/75 (10.7)	1.4 (0.5 – 4.2)	0.5

Table 22 - Number of patients rating the severity of side effects as moderate or severe, with each bowel preparation.





The importance of bowel cleanliness to effective colonoscopy is self-evident. Large multicentre studies have found polyp detection rates are higher in patients with good bowel cleanliness ADDIN EN.CITE (66, 67) and poor bowel preparation is responsible for many incomplete colonoscopies.(2) The importance of bowel cleanliness is recognised in the National Health Service BCSP Quality Assurance Guidelines(19) and the European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy quality in screening colonoscopy position statement(21), both of which have set the standard that 90% of colonoscopies should have bowel cleanliness rated as adequate or better. Although adequate in this context refers to the examination not needing to be repeated, the threshold for this is likely to vary between endoscopists. The U.S. Multi-society Task Force on Colorectal Cancer are somewhat more precise in their definition of adequacy, stating that ‘an adequate examination is one that allows confidence that mass lesions other than small (≤5 mm) polyps were generally not obscured by the preparation’(165).
With respect to bowel cleanliness, patients taking Kleanprep® in the present study were more likely than patients taking Moviprep® to have cleanliness rated as good or excellent. However, this only reached statistical significance in the right colon during examinations scheduled in the morning (9/60 vs. 19/60, p=0.04). Previous comparisons of efficacy between Moviprep® and standard volume PEG solutions have reported conflicting results. Corporaal et al also found that patients taking Kleanprep® were more likely to have bowel cleanliness rated as good(82) and that the differences were most apparent in the right colon during morning colonoscopies. Valiante et al, on the other hand, found Moviprep® resulted in adequate bowel cleanliness more often than a standard volume PEG solution (75% vs. 85%, p=0.04). 
Perhaps the most striking finding in the present study was that patients scheduled for an afternoon colonoscopy had better bowel cleanliness than those scheduled for a morning colonoscopy. This difference was apparent in all colonic segments and is likely to be due to variation in the dosing schedule. Taking bowel preparation over two days, referred to as a split dosing, shortens the interval between completion of bowel preparation and colonoscopy as compared to evening before dosing. Many studies suggest this interval is an important determinant of bowel cleanliness. Marmo et al, for example, compared Moviprep® with a standard volume PEG solution during morning and afternoon colonoscopies and found that both sets of patients were more likely to have better bowel cleanliness when the preparation was administered as a split dose prior to an afternoon colonoscopy. Seo et al reported an observational study which found that an interval of 3-5 hours between completion of PEG bowel preparations and colonoscopy resulted in the best quality bowel cleanliness, with the right colon being most sensitive to time differences(97). The present study also found that the influence of dosing schedule was most marked in the right colon, particularly in patients taking Moviprep®. Cleanliness of the right colon is believed to deteriorate when there is a prolonged interval between preparation and colonoscopy due to ongoing small bowel and biliary secretions. This is important given that many right sided polyps are flat and can be subtle in appearance(45). 
In the present study patients attending for morning colonoscopy took their bowel preparation on the evening before colonoscopy, which is common practice in the UK. However, there is growing awareness about the detrimental effect of a prolonged time between the consumption of bowel preparation and the performance of the colonoscopy(166). It has been suggested that reducing this interval, by waking early to take bowel preparation prior to a morning colonoscopy may improve bowel cleanliness. A recent US survey reported that 85% of patients would be willing to wake early to take their bowel preparation(167), but, early morning dosing is not commonly practised in the UK and its acceptability is uncertain. It has also been proposed that administering loperamide, after consumption of bowel preparation, could prevent the deterioration of bowel cleanliness in the right colon associated with a prolonged interval between its consumption and colonoscopy (168). These strategies are worthy of further study. 
In the present study, patients found the taste of Kleanprep® less acceptable than the taste of Moviprep®. Surprisingly, there were no differences in how patients rated the acceptability of volume with each preparation, although such differences may be more apparent in a cross-over study. Some previous studies have reported that taste  ADDIN EN.CITE (83, 84, 87) and overall experience  ADDIN EN.CITE (83, 86) are more acceptable with Moviprep®, whilst others have found no differences.(82) 
Dosing schedule also influences the acceptability of bowel preparation, such that patients taking Kleanprep® were more likely to rate the volume of the preparation as unacceptable when scheduled for a morning colonoscopy. A recent meta-analysis of studies comparing single and split dose PEG schedules also found that dosing schedule influenced patient experience, with patients given a split dose regimen being more likely to have greater adherence and suffer less nausea(95).
Only a small proportion of patients reported significant side effects following the two bowel preparations. Previous studies have also found that side effects are infrequent with PEG preparations, although Ell et al reported that patients taking a standard volume PEG solution were more likely than patients taking Moviprep® to suffer nausea and abdominal pain  ADDIN EN.CITE (83). 
Adherence to both bowel preparation regimens was generally good, but complete adherence was higher with Moviprep® than Kleanprep® (97% vs. 87%). Previous studies have reported that between 87% - 97.2% and 80.8% - 98.6% of patients had full adherence to Moviprep® and standard volume PEG solutions respectively  ADDIN EN.CITE (82-87), with most of the studies finding better adherence to Moviprep®. We found no difference in willingness to repeat bowel preparations between PEG solutions, although previous studies have reported a higher willingness among patients using Moviprep  ADDIN EN.CITE (83, 85, 86). 
The relationship between patient experience and adherence is complex and variable, particularly as some of the difficulty in consuming any bowel preparation can be overcome through appropriate counselling  ADDIN EN.CITE (89, 169). Our current results suggest that patient experience is better with Moviprep® and this translates into better adherence. 
This study has a number of limitations. The study design is open and observational such that the results are susceptible to investigator bias. However, this was a multi-operator, multi-site study assessing consecutive patients during screening colonoscopy. Furthermore this study observed ‘real-life practice’ and the results should therefore be generalisable to other screening centres. Whether these results are applicable to a symptomatic population is uncertain. In addition, the scale used to assess patient experience with bowel preparation is un-validated, although it does have face validity and the findings are in keeping with the results of previous studies  ADDIN EN.CITE (83, 84, 87). Finally, this study could be criticised for not being formally powered since it was undertaken as a service evaluation and for simplicity we used a 1-month period for each bowel preparation (date assessed in clinic).
We used the Ottawa scale to assess bowel cleanliness as this includes an assessment of the amount of cleansing required to make the views adequate. We also presented the proportion of patients with bowel cleanliness rated as good or better and fair or better and it should be noted that the only significant difference was found on subgroup analysis of patients achieving cleanliness of good or better. The clinical relevance of having an increased proportion with good rather than fair bowel cleanliness may be debated. However, a recent study of adenoma detection and screening intervals performed within 3 years of an initial colonoscopy where cleanliness was rated as fair reported an adenoma detection rate of 28% during the follow up colonoscopy.(170) In addition, when bowel cleanliness was rated as fair, surveillance colonoscopies were frequently performed earlier than guidelines recommend. Given the high prevalence of polyps in a FOB positive screening population(129), and growing awareness of the importance of flat and subtle lesions(171), we believe that high quality bowel cleanliness should always be the goal. Furthermore, improved bowel cleanliness increases the efficiency of colonoscopy as less time spent remedying imperfect bowel preparation allows more time for mucosal visualisation. 
6.6 Conclusion




Patients receiving Kleanprep® who were scheduled for colonoscopy in the morning were asked to stop eating at 2 pm on the day before colonoscopy and were instructed to take the first 2 litres of bowel preparation from 4pm at a rate of 250ml every 15 minutes, followed by the second 2 litres from 7pm. Patients receiving Kleanprep® scheduled for colonoscopy in the afternoon were asked to stop eating from 4 pm the day before colonoscopy. They were instructed to take the first 2 litres of bowel preparation from 6pm at a rate of 250ml every 15 minutes, followed by the second 2 litres from 8am on the morning of colonoscopy. 










































It has been suggested that changing patient position during colonoscope withdrawal increases adenoma detection. The results of previous studies have been conflicting. This study evaluated whether routine position change, during colonoscope withdrawal, improves polyp detection.
Methods
130 patients attending for diagnostic colonoscopy had colonic segments examined twice. Patients were randomised in a 1:1 ratio to having their right, transverse and left (splenic and descending) colon examined in the supine position followed by position change (right colon in the left lateral position, the transverse colon in the supine position and the left colon in the right lateral position) or vice versa . The primary outcome measure was the proportion of patients with ≥1 polyp in each colonic segment. Secondary outcome measures included the number and proportion of patients with ≥1 adenoma in each segment and adequacy of luminal distension (1= total collapse and 5= no collapse).
Results
Examination of the right colon in the left lateral position significantly improved polyp detection (26.2% vs. 17.7%, p=0.01) and luminal distension (mean = 4.0 vs.3.5, p<0.0001). Position change did not improve polyp detection in the left colon (5.4% vs. 4.6%, p=0.99) There was no significant correlation between luminal distension and polyp detection in the right colon (r=0.03).
Conclusion










CRC associated mortality is significantly reduced by the colonoscopic removal of polyps. ADDIN EN.CITE (39, 172) However, not all polyps are identified during colonoscopy and miss rates of 17-28% have been reported. ADDIN EN.CITE (45, 46, 173, 174) This is important since the risk of interval CRC following colonoscopy is inversely associated with the adenoma detection rate (ADR) of the colonoscopist. ADDIN EN.CITE (26, 27) 
The factors that determine polyp detection are complex but colonoscope withdrawal time, inspection behind colonic folds, adequate luminal distension and cleaning of residual debris have been highlighted as important determinants. ADDIN EN.CITE (57, 58) In addition, it has been suggested that changing the position of the patient during colonoscope withdrawal may improve polyp detection.
Traditionally, following insertion of the colonoscope, the instrument was most often withdrawn and the colon examined with patients in a single position (usually left lateral or supine). However, positioning patients such that the colonic segment being examined is uppermost in the abdomen (right colon in the left lateral position, the transverse whilst supine and the splenic flexure and descending colon in the right lateral position) improves luminal distension and may increase polyp detection. The merits of this strategy have been assessed in several recent studies but the results are conflicting.  ADDIN EN.CITE (63, 64, 175, 176)





Patients eligible for this study were those attending the Northern General Hospital for diagnostic colonoscopies on lists performed by four experienced endoscopists. Patients were given a participant information sheet (PIS), either at the time of booking their colonoscopy or through the post.
Exclusion criteria were patients age <40 or >80, patients with a known polyposis syndrome, colitis and patients who feel their mobility would limit their ability to turn. The age exclusion was used to avoid recruiting young patients with too few polyps  ADDIN EN.CITE (177, 178)  and elderly patients in whom small polyps are less important. Patients with a polyposis syndrome were excluded as these patients are likely to have polyps in all positions regardless of views while patients with UC were excluded as many of these patients are examined with chromoendoscopy.  
Patients were excluded if caecal intubation took longer than 20 minutes on the presumption that each repeat intubation would be more uncomfortable and take an unacceptably long period of time.
Study procedure 
Each of the four colon segments: right colon, transverse colon, descending colon and sigmoid colon, were examined and then re-examined with the patient in the alternative position. Therefore, it was necessary to standardise the place where each segment starts and ends. 
During colonoscope insertion the sigmoid-descending junction, splenic flexure and hepatic flexure were marked with a double pinch biopsy based on their endoscopic and Scopeguide appearances (figure 9). The positions of these flexures are usually obvious during colonoscope insertion, due to the formation of acute angles in the colonoscope, which are less prominent during colonoscope withdrawal. Standardising the start and end positions of each colon segment avoids researcher bias when deciding which segment polyps arise from, particularly if they are close to flexures. It is uncertain whether this method is better than using standard measurements. A Scopeguide was used for each examination as it improves assessment of tip location(179). 


Figure 9 - Characteristic configurations of the Scopeguide image (solid line) during insertion (images A, B and C) facilitated the placement of pairs of mucosal pinch biopsies to define colonic segments during colonoscope withdrawal (image D)
Polyps seen during colonoscope insertion were marked or removed in keeping with BSG guidelines.(180) This minimises the risk of missed polyps during colonoscope withdrawal.
Colonoscope insertion was performed in the endoscopists usual manner, such that the patient’s position was changed, Buscopan administered, abdominal pressure applied and the scope stiffness was adjusted as required. 
When caecal intubation was achieved in less than 20 minutes a sealed opaque envelope was opened to reveal the randomisation strategy: Supine then Dynamic or Dynamic the supine.
Patients were given 20 milligrams of hyoscine butylbromide after caecal intubation was confirmed. Further doses were given at the discretion of the endoscopist. 
Recording Equipment
The images from each colonoscopy were recorded, via an analogue to digital converter, onto a Mac computer using I Video™. All images were anonymised such that they only included the participants study number. Images were recorded in order to further validate the scale assessing distension ratings for each withdrawal strategy
Examination of colonic segments
Caecal intubation was confirmed though identification of at least two of the three caecal landmarks; Ileocaecal valve, appendiceal orifice or triradiate fold. The colon was examined in four segments (right colon - caecum to hepatic flexure, transverse colon, left colon - splenic flexure and descending colon and sigmoid colon) The randomisation sequence informed the endoscopist whether to perform the initial withdrawal in each segment in either the supine or dynamic positions. The same segment was then re-intubated in order that a second withdrawal could be performed in the alternative position i.e. dynamic then supine or supine then dynamic. Dynamic positions were as follows; left lateral when examining caecum to hepatic flexure, supine when examining the transverse colon, right lateral when examining the splenic flexure to sigmoid-descending junction and prone when examining the sigmoid-descending junction to rectum. 
No previous study has compared withdrawal strategies in the sigmoid colon. Since sigmoid re-intubation may cause patient discomfort. Therefore, the endoscopist monitored patient discomfort and offered additional analgesia and the option to withdraw from the study if significant discomfort were caused (as was the case for all segments). The alternative position in the sigmoid colon was prone. Examining in a diametrically opposed position is most likely to determine if there is a difference between these withdrawal strategies.
During withdrawal the endoscopist inflated each section of colon with CO2/air. This was standardised by insufflating air until further insufflation no longer improved luminal distension or caused discomfort.
Each endoscopist was asked to take a minimum of 120 seconds to examine each of the 4 segments to help ensure that a thorough examination had been performed. 
Polyps identified during insertion were categorised separately from polyps seen during withdrawal. Polyps seen during withdrawal were removed only after performing the second withdrawal in order that the withdrawal positions could be directly compared.
Primary outcome measures
The primary outcome measure for this study was the presence or absence of polyps in each colonic segment. Withdrawal strategies were compared by assessing the proportion of patients with polyps in each segment.
Secondary outcome measures
Luminal distension was scored using a validated 5 point scale as previously described by East(63). Scores for luminal distension were based on average luminal distension. We rated average rather than peak distension as this was believed this was most reflective of overall mucosal visualisation.   
Patient and procedural characteristics were compared between groups including: bowel cleanliness, age, gender, indication for procedure, intravenous sedation, analgesia received and caecal intubation time. Bowel preparation was rated following the procedure with the Boston Bowel Preparation Scale (BBPS)  ADDIN EN.CITE (70, 72).
Power calculation
It was determined that 130 patients were required to detect a 50% increase in the proportion of patients with polyps assuming a baseline of 10% detection in each colonic segment at a power of 80% and a 2 sided for a significance level of 5%. This study used the same assumptions as used by East et al(64).
Statistical analysis
The proportion of patients with ≥1 polyps, in each colonic segment, with each withdrawal strategy was compared using the Prescott test. The Prescott test takes account of the period effect resulting from it being a cross over study. 
Luminal distension ratings and the total number of polyps were compared with the Wilcoxson signed rank test.
Study reviews and approvals 
This study underwent independent scientific review in December 2011. The South Yorkshire Research Ethics Committee (REC) and the STH R & D department approved the study in February 2012. 
STH code: STH16220
The study was registered on clinicaltrials.gov (NCT01554098)
A non-substantive amendment was made in March 2012, which allowed the Participant Information Sheet (PIS) to be sent though the post. This was done in response to slow recruitment as a consequence of patients not receiving PIS.
7.4 Results
198 patients were screened for study inclusion. 67 were excluded, most commonly due to patient preference and insertion time over 20 minutes. One patient was withdrawn due to difficulty reinserting in the right colon leaving 130 patients for analysis (figure 10). The procedural characteristics and medication use did not significantly differ between the study groups, although more males and fewer patients referred for investigation of anaemia were randomized to an initial examination with position change (table 23). 
During insertion of the colonoscope polyps were found in 23 of 130 (17.7%) patients and 18 (13.8%) had adenomas. The mean (SD, range) size of these polyps was 7mm (8, 2-45mm). These polyps were excluded from the subsequent analysis.
The overall number of patients with ≥1 polyp in the right, transverse and left colon was higher during colonoscope withdrawal with position change than in the supine position (47/130 (36.2%) vs. 38/130 (29.2%), odds ratio (OR) = 1.4, p=0.04). However, the difference in adenoma detection was not significant (39/130 (30%) vs. 33/130 (25.4%), OR = 1.3, p=0.11). The number of polyps per patient was also greater with position changes (mean (SD) = 0.54 (0.8) vs. 0.45 (0.8), p=0.02) as was the number of adenomas but the latter did not reach statistical significance (mean (SD) = 0.44 (0.8) vs. 0.38 (0.7),  p=0.11).
Examining the right colon in the left lateral rather than supine position significantly increased the proportion of patients with ≥1 polyp and ≥1 adenoma (34/130(26.2%) vs. 23/130(17.7%), OR = 1.6, p=0.009 and 30/130(23.1%) vs. 21/130(16.2%), OR=1.6, p=0.025 respectively). The number of polyps and adenomas per patient in the right colon was also greater during withdrawal in the left lateral position (mean (SD) = 0.24 (0.6) vs. 0.32 (0.6), p=0.008 and 0.22 (0.6) vs. 0.29 (0.6), p=0.02 respectively).
Examining the left colon in the right lateral position did not significantly increase the proportion of patients with ≥1 polyp(s) and ≥1 adenoma(s) compared with the supine position (7/130(5.4%) vs. 6/130(4.6%), OR=1.2, p=0.99 and 4/130 (3.1) vs. 4/130 (3.1), OR= 1.0, p=0.66 respectively). Furthermore, there was no significant increase in the number of polyps and adenomas per patient in the descending colon (mean (SD) = 0.05 (0.3) vs. 0.05 (0.2), p=0.65 and 0.03 (0.2) vs. 0.03 (0.2), p=1.00 respectively).





	Position change then supine	Supine then position change	
Polyps identified during colonoscope insertion, n (%)	11 (16.9)	12 (18.4)	0.81
Caecal intubation time, minutesmean ±SD	11.5 (3.5)	11.7 (4.1)	0.72
Hyoscine butylbromide used n (%)	64 (98.4)	65 (100)	1.0
Bowel cleanliness rating mean ±SD 	5.6 ±1.1	5.8 ±1.1	0.42
Intravenous sedation or analgesia usedn (%)	15 (23.1)	12 (18.5)	0.51
Entonox used n (%)	50 (77.9)	51 (78.4)	0.83
Procedural indication, n (%)Change in bowel habitAnaemiaPolyp surveillanceRectal bleedingFamily historyAbdominal pain	34 (52.3)7 (10.8)10 (15.4)9(13.8)2 (3.1)3(4.6)	32 (49.2)18 (27.7)6 (9.2)6 (9.2)3 (4.6)0 (0)	0.860.020.420.581.00.24

Table 23 - Patient and procedural characteristics and medication use

There were no significant differences in the proportion of patients with ≥1 polyp or ≥1 adenoma during the first and second withdrawal through the transverse colon in the supine position (14(10.8%) vs. 16(12.3%), OR = 1.2, p=0.69 and 12(9.2) vs. 14(10.8), OR = 1.2, p=0.69) or the number of polyps and adenomas per patient (mean (SD) 0.12 (0.4) vs. 0.15 (0.4), p=0.21 and 0.11 (0.4) vs. 0.12 (0.4), p=0.79 respectively).
The mean (range) size of polyps found during colonoscope withdrawal was 3mm (1-8mm). There was one polyp over 5mm that was found in the ascending colon in the left lateral but not in the supine position (8mm). Polyps were predominantly sessile (Is) morphology (81%) with the remainder being Paris IIa (18%) and Isp (1%).
An increase in luminal distension was seen in the right colon in the left lateral position and in the left colon in the right lateral position. (Table 24) Luminal distension was more likely to be rated as adequate (ratings of 4 and 5) using the position change strategy in the right (76% vs. 46%, p<0.0001) and left colon (92% vs. 58%, p<0.0001). Fewer patients had luminal distension rated as inadequate (ratings of 1 and 2) during colonoscope withdrawal in the right lateral position in the left colon (6% vs. 0%, p=0.007) and there was a similar trend in the left lateral position in right colon (5% vs. 1%, p=0.06).There was substantial agreement between the luminal distension ratings of the colonoscopists (weighted kappa = 0.70).(181)
There were no significant correlations between luminal distension and the number of polyps in the right colon (r=0.03, p=0.69), the transverse colon (r=-0.05, p=0.47) or the left colon (r=-0.05, p=0.54).
Using the position change strategy rather the supine withdrawal position would have resulted in a change to the recommended surveillance interval in 10 patients. In four patients who wouldn’t have undergone a further examination, a 5-year surveillance examination would have been recommended. In three patients earlier surveillance examinations would have been recommended (2 patients having a 3 rather than 5 year surveillance examination and 1 patient having a 1 rather than 3 year surveillance examination).  Two patients would be having a later examination (5 years instead of 3 years) and surveillance would not have been indicated in one patient for whom a 5 year surveillance examination was recommended. 

Colonic segment	Mean (±SD) luminal distension scores with each withdrawal strategy	p value
Right colon	Supine3.5 (±0.8)	Left lateral4.0 (±0.7)	<0.0001
Transverse colon	1st withdrawal4.0 (±0.8)	2nd withdrawal4.1 (±0.7)	0.06












Modifying a patient’s position is accompanied by the intra-abdominal movement of the colon and the intraluminal movement of fluid and gas. Radiologists have used these changes to optimise views during barium examinations for decades and it has been suggested that adjusting the patient position, to bring colonic segments uppermost within the abdomen, improves luminal distension and therefore lesion detection during colonoscope withdrawal. 
However, practice among endoscopists varies with some colonoscopists examining the colon with the patient in one fixed position (often left lateral or supine) whereas others use position change routinely during colonoscope withdrawal.(65)  These differences may relate to the inconvenience associated with moving patients or uncertainty regarding its benefit.  However, studies have repeatedly found that examining the transverse colon in the supine position increases polyp detection. ADDIN EN.CITE (64, 175) We therefore chose to compare withdrawal through the right colon in the left lateral position, through the transverse colon in the supine position and the left colon in the right lateral position with withdrawal through the whole colon in the supine position. 
In the present study, examining the right colon in the left lateral position increased polyp and adenoma detection. Data regarding the optimal position to examine the right colon was hitherto lacking. Strategies to improve polyp detection in the right colon may be of particular value given that colonoscopy is reported to offer less protection against right-sided CRC. ADDIN EN.CITE (39, 182) There was no significant correlation between luminal distension and polyp detection, which is perhaps unsurprising, since improved visualisation does not guarantee identification of additional polyps and many polyps are visible regardless of luminal distension. It should also be stressed that although East et al reported a positive correlation between luminal distension and polyp detection, the strength of this correlation may be considered negligible (r=0.11, p<0.01). Despite the lack of correlations between luminal distension and polyp detection we still feel that adequate luminal distension aids in the detection of polyps and should be a goal of colonoscope withdrawal.  Furthermore, despite the benefits associated with the use of the left lateral position in the right colon, alternative positions should be considered whenever views remain suboptimal. The caecum, for example, may be situated medially and in such patients the right lateral position may be advantageous.   
In the present study a second examination of the transverse colon did not significantly increase the detection of adenomas or polyps. This may suggest that there is little benefit to a second examination in the same patient position, particularly when there are adequate views during the initial examination. 
We found no increase in polyp or adenoma detection by examining the left colon (splenic flexure and descending colon) in the right lateral rather than the supine position. East et al reported that examining patients in the right lateral rather than left lateral position increased polyp (16% vs. 25%, p=0.05) but not adenoma detection (12% vs. 15%, p=0.64) whereas Köksal et al found no differences in adenoma and polyp detection. The lack of difference in polyp detection in the left colon may well relate to the low prevalence of polyps within this colonic segment. 
The methodology used in the present study was quite different to that employed by Köksal et al and Ou et al, and this limits the extent to which these studies may be directly compared. Köksal et al also employed a two-way cross over design whereby colonic segments were initially examined in the left lateral position followed by position change or vice versa. Unlike the present study however, the position change strategy in the left colon included both the supine and right lateral positions. Furthermore, the study compared adenoma detection during withdrawal in the left lateral position alone versus adenoma detection in the left lateral position and position change combined. This is an important methodological difference since studies of back-to-back colonoscopies have consistently reported that a repeat examination, regardless of patient position, leads to an increase in polyp detection. ADDIN EN.CITE (45, 46, 173, 174) It is therefore uncertain whether the additional polyps detected by Köksal et al occurred as a consequence of the repeat examination(s) or the change in patient position. Furthermore, they failed to take account of the ‘period effect’ whereby the findings of the first withdrawal may pre-alert endoscopists to the same findings during the second examination. (183)
Ou et al, on the other hand, employed a parallel group design that compared prescribed position change against ‘usual practice’, and reported no overall differences in adenoma (40.7% vs. 37.9%, p=0.28) or polyp detection (58.2% vs. 56.5%, p = 0.93). It should be noted, however, that approximately half of the patients randomized to ‘usual practice’ had their right colon examined in the left lateral position and around half the patients had their transverse colon examined in the supine position, thereby minimising the possible benefit of position change. 
In the present study, luminal distension in the supine position was rated adequate in approximately half of the withdrawals in the right and left colon. On the assumption that the increase in polyp detection was a consequence of improved luminal distension, this would suggest that the supine position is frequently an adequate strategy. Furthermore, although position change increases the probability of adequate distension, ratings were less than adequate in 24%. This may be a consequence of the colonic muscle tone, which is not always overcome by hyoscine butylbromide administration, or variations in colonic anatomy. In these circumstances colonoscopists should take additional time and care to maximise mucosal visualisation.
It should be noted that the additional polyps and adenomas detected following position change were mostly diminutive and therefore of debatable clinical significance. Regardless of size, however, ADR is a well-established measure of colonoscopy quality since it inversely associates with post colonoscopy cancer risk. Furthermore, the increase in adenoma detection would have translated into a change in management with regards to the number and timing of surveillance examinations. The small size of the additional polyps detected may simply reflect the typical size distribution of colonic polyps and it is likely that a larger study would be required to determine whether position change also increases detection of larger polyps during colonoscope withdrawal.
As with most studies of colonoscopy technique, an open study design was employed, which is susceptible to unintentional researcher bias. This study may also be criticised for excluding the polyps found during colonoscope insertion, although we believe this makes for a fairer and more appropriate comparison of an intervention performed during colonoscope withdrawal. We also believe that polyps seen during colonoscope insertion are more likely to be larger and in ‘easy to see places’ and therefore easily detectable with either withdrawal strategy. A further limitation relates to patient positioning during colonoscope insertion, which was not standardised. Colonoscopists used position change as required to facilitate colonoscope insertion, which may have caused bias, although the numbers of polyps found during insertion was similar with each strategy.
The study was undertaken by four operators and performed on patients undergoing colonoscopy for assessment of symptoms and those attending for polyp surveillance. The study did not include patients attending for bowel cancer screening. Despite this selection bias, we feel the results remain generalizable, since the size and location of polyps were reflective of the wider population. A further strength of the present study related to the use of marker biopsies to define the start and end point of each examination, which avoided researcher bias with regards to designating the position of polyps, particularly those near flexures.



























 Chapter 8 Summary of key findings, recommendations for future research and conclusions


8.1 Summary of key findings
	Medication use and patient comfort during screening colonoscopy
o	Significant discomfort occurred during 8.9% of examinations
o	There was wide variation in the occurrence of significant discomfort between colonoscopists. (0.8-23.9%)
o	Medication practice varied widely between colonoscopists.
o	There was no apparent relationship between screening colonoscopists’ medication practice and patient comfort.
o	The use of the comfort scale appears to differ between SSPs.
	National survey assessing the Entonox use among screening colonoscopists
o	Entonox was available to three-quarters of English screening colonoscopists.
o	Most colonoscopists have positive perceptions regarding the usefulness and efficacy of Entonox but views vary widely.
o	Most colonoscopists advise patients to use Entonox as required 
o	The use of Entonox in combination with intravenous medications varies widely.
o	Few colonoscopists use Entonox on a regular basis.
	Continuous versus as required Entonox use during screening colonoscopy: results of a randomised controlled trial
o	There was no significant difference the efficacy of ‘continuous’ and ‘as required’ administration of Entonox.
o	Continuous Entonox administration was associated with more side effects but these were usually minor.
o	Patients with high anxiety levels (HADS ≥8) anticipated and experienced more pain during colonoscopy
	A comparison of a low and standard volume PEG solution during screening colonoscopy: results of a service evaluation
o	Standard volume PEG solution was more likely to result in good bowel cleanliness in the right colon but this was significant only during morning examinations.
o	The use of a split rather than a single dosing bowel preparation regimen was associated with improved bowel cleanliness. 
o	There was greater adherence to the low volume PEG solution 
	Position change during colonoscope withdrawal: results of a randomised cross over trial.




Colonoscopy is widely used for the assessment of colonic symptoms and screening for CRC.  The quality of colonoscopy is dependent on many factors and seems to vary between colonoscopists. This thesis has examined important measures of colonoscopy quality and assessed simple methods for its improvement. 
Patient comfort was found to vary widely between colonoscopists within the English BCSP but there was no apparent relationship with medication use. This adds weight to the argument that other factors, such as endoscopic technique, are more important determinants of patient comfort than medication use. This study also suggested that the measurement of patient comfort during colonoscopy is unreliable and highlights a need for the introduction of validated comfort rating scales. With such a tool, it would be possible to compare the performance of colonoscopists and set a standard of care.
The reasons for the low usage of Entonox during colonoscopy were uncertain. Perceptions towards Entonox use among BCSP colonoscopists were generally positive although opinion varied widely. Entonox was often perceived to be less efficacious than the intravenous alternatives and used in patients expected to have minimal discomfort. Therefore, its low utilisation may relate to perceptions regarding its limited efficacy. Differences in how patients were instructed to use Entonox were found between colonoscopists but most use it ‘as required’. This data may have prompted endoscopists to reflect on the role of Entonox in their own practice, including how it is selected and its method of use, but the reasons for its low utilisation remain unclear.
The method of Entonox use differed between previous studies and in clinical practice. The relevance of this was examined by comparing ‘continuous’ and ‘as required’ Entonox administration during screening colonoscopy. The method of administration made no significant difference to efficacy, although continuous use was more likely to associate with light-headedness. The outcomes from this study may prompt the colonoscopists who advise continuous Entonox use to revise their practice. A significant proportion of patients randomised to ‘as required’ use did not require any medication and most patients had low pain ratings. This would suggest that medication-free and Entonox only colonoscopy may be a feasible strategy for many patients. 
Effective bowel cleansing facilitates good mucosal visualisation but the optimal bowel cleansing agent is uncertain. A low and standard volume PEG solution were compared. Major differences in the bowel cleanliness of standard volume and low volume PEG solutions were found between patients scheduled for morning and afternoon examinations.  Dosing schedule is a well recognised determinant of bowel cleansing efficacy but previous studies have not examined the low volume PEG solutions. The standard volume PEG solution was more likely to result in good or excellent bowel cleanliness, but only in an individual segment in patients attending for a morning examination. In keeping with previous studies, we found that patient experience and compliance were better with the low volume PEG solution. The major limitation of this study was its open study design and the lack of randomisation, which limits the extent to which the finding can be generalised. 
The left lateral position, rather than the supine position, was found to significantly increase polyp and adenoma detection in the right colon. The data from this study augments the previous literature concerning position change during colonoscope withdrawal. Position change is a simple, cost neutral, intervention that could be employed by all endoscopists. This data may help convince those colonoscopists who are sceptical of its value to increase their use of position change, particularly when luminal distension is suboptimal.
The extent to which the studies presented within this thesis will change clinical practice remains uncertain. However, improvements in the quality of colonoscopy occurred during the period between the two English national endoscopy audits. ADDIN EN.CITE (2, 18) The factors that brought about the improvements are uncertain but may relate to the £8.2 million government investment and the creation of National and Regional Endoscopy Training Centres.(184) These centres delivered endoscopy courses designed to give hands on experience, teach good techniques and safe practice, suggesting that colonoscopy practice is amenable to change. Improvements may also have been due to increased awareness of deficiencies in the quality of colonoscopy and the setting of minimum standards of care and regular audit. Setting standards and comparing personal performance with that of colleagues is a well recognised motivator for change. ADDIN EN.CITE (185) Regardless, the endoscopic community appear willing and capable of improving practice, particularly when there is an evidence base to support change.


8.2 Recommendations for future research
The studies presented within this thesis add to the current body of literature on colonoscopy quality but like most research pose many further research questions. The following areas are particularly worthy of further study.
It is clear from the work presented here that most colonoscopists in the English BCSP administer a combination of intravenous sedation and analgesia during most colonoscopy examinations. However, the wide variation in practice would suggest that the determinants of medication use vary between colonoscopists. Few studies have examined patients’ and endoscopists’ priorities with regards to medication use and comfort. Whilst significant minorities of patients manage well without medication or with only Entonox, unfortunately about 1 in 10 patients undergoing screening colonoscopy experience significant discomfort. Most of these patients received intravenous sedation and analgesia suggesting that the commonly used regimens do not adequately manage comfort in a significant minority of patients. How these patients should be identified and managed is an important area for future research.
Colonoscopists’ views regarding Entonox use were generally positive and Entonox appears widely available. Therefore, the reasons for the low utilisation of Entonox remain unclear. Areas worthy of further research would therefore include the assessment of patients’ perceptions towards the use of medication during colonoscopy and explore the relative importance of comfort versus convenience. 
Continuous, rather than as required, administration of Entonox did not significantly increase its analgesic effect but did increase the likelihood of side effects. The pain scores of most patients were low and very few required rescue intravenous medication although those with high anxiety levels reported higher pain scores. Further avenues for research would be the development of tools to identify the patients in whom Entonox would be appropriate. 
Patients undergoing afternoon examinations had superior bowel cleanliness, which appeared most likely to relate to differences in dosing schedule. However, there is little data on the use of split dose PEG bowel preparations in patients undergoing morning examinations or the use of split dose Moviprep. Strategies to improve bowel cleanliness in patients attending for morning examinations would be of clinical value. A split dose regimen may be an option but its feasibility and acceptability is uncertain. 
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From: Sharrack, Basil (Neurology) 
Sent: 16 January 2013 22:43 
To: Ball, Alex (Gastroenterology)
Cc: b.sharrack@sheffield.ac.uk 




Many thanks for your email. 

Reading through your project, it looks as though you are planning to analyse a set of anonymised data which had been collected to part of a standard clinical care. You will not have access to any patients' identifiable data. As such you do not need a REC approval. 








From: Ball, Alex (Gastroenterology) 
Sent: 16 January 2013 14:18 
To: Sharrack, Basil (Neurology) 
Subject: Letter regarding need for REC review 

Dear Dr Sharrack 

I attach a letter which asks about the need for REC review. 

I am a research fellow working with Dr Riley (Gastroenterology). We have been given permission to access and audit data within the Bowel Cancer Screening Programme. As we plan to publish this data on completion of analysis, and journals often require ethics review or confirmation this is not required, we would like your confirmation of whether this will need REC review prior to analysis. 
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